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Clinton follows historic
route to White House
by Alane Tempchin
senior writer
CHARLOTTESVUXE, CULPEPER
— President-elect William Jefferson
Clinton made a symbolic bus tour of
historical Charlottesville and
Culpeper yesterday on his way to the
White House.
In a short speech at Monticello,
Thomas Jefferson's mountaintop
home, Clinton said Jefferson
embodied many of the ideals of the
presidency.
"I think the most important thing
that Jefferson embodied was the idea
that people could solve problems and
do better," Clinton said.
"Jefferson's great contribution in
my mind was his absolute
unshakeable conviction that if you
could secure political freedom, that is
if you could not be oppressed from
the outside, then on the inside you
could pursue your own personal
freedom of thought, any problem
could be solved — that progress could
be made — that life could be
interesting and fun and rich and full.''
After Bill and Hillary Clinton and
Vice President-elect Al Gore and his
wife Tipper toured Monticello,
Clinton remarked that it was
Jefferson's "power of ideas that made
this country great."
Edward Wong, a junior at the

University of Virginia, saw a
connection between the two men.
"Thomas Jefferson, in my opinion is
the democratic founder of our country
... Clinton's intention is to bring back
Jefferson's democratic vision."
After the tour of the grounds
Clinton and Gore answered questions
from students who had won The
Washington Post essay contest, in
which they wrote letters to the
president voicing their concerns.
Questions and answers covered
such topics as community service,
crime, education, families, public
service and the lack of employment
opportunities in the United States. ■
Tickets to this event were limited.
According to The Richmond-Times
Dispatch, only about 2,300 people and
750 school children were allowed into
Monticello.
A crowd also gathered at the Omni
Hotel to greet Clinton as he left for
Culpeper.
Veronica Gunn, a UVa student,
began her wait for Clinton outside the
Omni at 5:30 a.m.
"I stood outside half-frozen, but I
saw what I came to see," Grimm said.
"It was worth the wait."
The Clintons and Gores then
moved on for a Baptist church service
in Culpeper, meeting crowds of
supporters and protesters.
CLINTON page 2

U.S., Iraq continue to skirmish;
Clinton faces tough choices
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President-elect Bill Clinton leaves services at the Culpeper Baptist
Church on his way to Washington, D.C. for the inauguration.
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The United States hit an apparent nuclear research
plant 13 miles south of Baghdad yesterday with a
series of Tomahawk Cruise missiles, escalating
tensions in the last days of the Bush administration.
This latest scuffle leaves President-elect Bill
Clinton facing a simple dilemma, according to JMU
history Professor Caroline Marshall — "Either get
Saddam or get out of Iraq."
Since Wednesday, when the United States made
the first strike against Iraq since the Persian Gulf
War, the United States and Iraq have been engaged
in a game of "cat and mouse," said Dr. Anthony
Eksterowicz, assistant professor of political science.
Iraq has repeatedly violated the U.N.'s designated
"no-fly zones" over northern and southern Iraq,
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positioning anti-aircraft missiles in those areas and
using radar to lock onto U.S. aircraft.
Bush has responded with several air strikes and
missile attacks, including one early Sunday morning
when a U.S. Air Force plane shot down an Iraqi jet
in the northern no-fly zone.
U.S. Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said in a
televised news conference Sunday that Hussein has
engaged in "a pattern of behavior in the last few
hours . . . that indicates he is determined to cause a
confrontation in the last few days of the Bush
administration."
Bush essentially will be leaving Clinton with
some of the most difficult decisions he might make
as president, Eksterowicz said.
"Last week [Clinton] tried to hold out an olive
IRAQ page 2
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Clinton
CONTINUED/™* page 1
"We wanted one last bus trip before we took
office because our bus was our way of saying to the
people of America, we want you to be in control,"
Clinton said. "We don't want to be out of touch with
you ... We want you to believe that this is your
government just as much as it is your country."
In a symbolic gesture, Clinton loosely traced
Thomas Jefferson's 1801 journey by traveling U.S.
Route 29 to Interstate 66.
"I like the effort that they are making to unite
people," Kathleen Ervin, an administrator at the
Charlottesville Legal Aid Society, said.
Along
U.S. Route 29 small crowds gathered intermittently
to wave and show support for Clinton as his
"buscapadc" passed
P.J. Ryan, an emergency services supervisor,
invited about 40 friends to her home near the church
for a party to celebrate Clinton's arrival. "It's a fun
thing to celebrate. How many times does the
president come to visit? Not many."
Various groups also used the day to draw attention
to their causes by waving posters in the crowds.
Demonstrators, atypical for the town of about
10,000 people, also lined the streets. Andrew
Dickens, a UVa student, held a sign that read "Mr.
Clinton, Do not mock God."
He said, "I feel he hasn't shown a commitment to
Christ We see him going to church, but his actions
show it hasn't any effect on his heart."
After the Clintons and the Gores left the church
they went through the streets shaking hands.
Then the president-elect and the entourage
boarded buses to Washington for more ceremonies
leading up to Wednesday's inauguration.
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While some demonstrators pushed for the legalization of marijuana, bearing signs
reading, "It's Still 'We The People' Right? Legalize It!" others cast doubt about
Clinton's church attendance record.

Iraq

"It's unbelievable the amount of punishment these
people have taken," Eksterowicz said. "The
capability for an uprising is just not there" now.
He said that he doesn't know what Hussein hopes

that his actions are calculated and predictable.
"In this case he seems to be trying to improve his
situation in the Kurdish zone in the north and the
Shia zone in the south that the U.N. has called offlimits to him.
"He believes that during this transition
period he will have more leeway."
Eksterowicz agreed that Bush seems
cautious about escalating the strikes in the last
days of his presidency. He said that he doubts
Bush would want to become involved in a
full-scale war at this point
Both professors said that Iraqi and U.N.
forces are likely to continue these small
skirmishes until Clinton makes a major
change in policy.
Caroline Marshall Hussein is "hoping to grab what he can
JMUprofessor of history get," Marshall said. "Ultimately, he won't be
successful but he considers himself winning
as long as he stays in power."
to gain by these actions, other than to make the
The situation will continue until the American,
United States the enemy in Iraq to divert his
British and French forces decide that "the situation is
people's negative feelings toward the government.
so unacceptable and they decide to do something
But Marshall said that while some experts are
quite serious — which is to once and for all end his
confused by Hussein's recent aggression, she thinks
regime," she said.

CONTINUED from page 1

branch, saying if Hussein changed his behavior that
maybe they could talk, but the press called
him on it and he backed off.
■"^"
"He can't risk being called a wimp by
those who support Bush's position.
"But I don't see how this policy can
continue," he said.
Eksterowicz said that Clinton has few
options. "He can do what he said before and
offer to talk, but at this point he'll probably
just continue what Bush has done with these
conservative air attacks."
He also said that Clinton might be
planning to concentrate on the underground
forces opposed to Hussein, offering
economic aid to help them topple the current —
government.
Marshall and Eksterowicz agreed that Clinton, as
Bush did, might hope to make life so intolerable for
the Iraqi people through these attacks and economic
sanctions that they overthrow Hussein and his
guard.

Hussein is "hoping to grab what he
can get. Ultimately, he won't be
successful but he considers
himself winning as long as he stays
in power."

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason and
humanity over error and oppression. ■
fcurdadlSB
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Keg laws force student party changes
by Sara Hammel
staffwriter
A new ABC law has made students balk at buying
kegs.
The law, enacted Jan. 13, requires anyone who
buys a keg to sign a statement that no one under 21
will drink from the keg — that means the keg buyer
can be prosecuted for providing alcohol to minors if
anyone underage drinks from that keg.
Stores must also obtain the name and address of
the purchaser, the type and number of the
purchaser's identification and information stating
where and when the keg will be consumed.
Junior Erik Larsen, president of Sigma Pi
fraternity, said that because of the liability involved
with the new law his fraternity served cans at its
party Friday night
"We went out and got cans, mostly because of the
risk,'' Larsen said.
But he said he wasn't sure how fraternities would
react to die new law in the long run.
"I don't think all the fraternities are quite sure
[how they're going to handle it] ... but I don't see
kegs being here that much longer," Larsen said.
"We [Sigma Pi] are going to meet on Monday and
discuss it some more."

Senior David Whitten said that's easier said than
done.
Because of the new law, "You make whoever's
throwing the party the mother of all the people at the
party," Whitten said. "You can't monitor everyone at
your party after they leave — it makes everyone
who has a party responsible for the entire world."
The law also has affected local retailers like
Mike's Food Mart on South Main Street.
Mike Mehta, co-owner, said students provide a lot
of business, and he's already noticing a difference in
keg purchases because of the new law.
Mehta said a student came into the store Friday
and fUled out the registration form to buy a keg. But
when it came down to actually signing for liability,
Mehta said, "He wouldn't sign ... he didn't even
buy the keg," Mehta said. "It is affecting the students
big time."
Steve Daniel, store manager of Superfresh on
Main Street, also sees a change in students' buying
habits.
"We're not selling as many kegs now, but people
are buying canned and bottled beer."
Daniel said the total beer sales aren't slowing
down. He said students have been coming in to ask
about the law, but when they're told they have to
sign for liability, they opt to buy cans instead.

But according to senior Chi Phi member Matt
Solomon, fraternities are liable whether people are
drinking from kegs or from cans.
"We've always been really careful," Solomon
said. "As it is, we don't even let people into the party
room if they look like they've been drinking too
much ... so we're going to try it out for awhile and
see how it goes."
Solomon said Chi Phi had kegs at a party Friday
night, and he said there were "no problems."
From the Interfratemity Council's point of view,
both Chi Phi and Sigma Pi's methods of serving beer
are acceptable for now, according to IFC president
Mike Waite.
"We got permission from the university to use
cans this weekend, for those fraternities that were not
willing to sign for kegs due to liability," Waite said.
But he said the IFC is currenUy "exploring" ways
to deal with the new law in the future. Waite said
things will probably change "... whenever we come
up with a policy we find fit . . . and that the
University's willing to accept."
The issue of risk will also be a big factor for offcampus students, according to Senior Jayne Forrar.
"We're just going to have to be careful . . . and
make sure everyone at our parties are people we
know and trust," Forrar said.

Many seniors sign petitions to
oppose commencement plans
by Brian Zarahn
staffwriter
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Dog days of January
The Duke Dog encourages the crowd during Duke Dog
Mght Friday at the Convocation Center. The Dukes play ODU
in the Convo tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Although the JMU administration
insists that the new plans for May
commencement are a done deal, four
dissatisfied seniors have been
circulating petitions to bring back the
traditional ceremony.
After hearing about the change
senior Tiffany Gobbi and senior Marie
Buntua gathered 216 signatures on a
petition stating their objections and
sent it to JMU President Ronald
Carrier.
"We want the traditional format,"
Buntua said. "We want to graduate
with our friends. We've been here
four years and we'd like to graduate
together."
May commencement plans call for
an opening ceremony for all graduates
and parents, where the conferring of
degrees will take place, followed by
satellite ceremonies across campus
where individual recognition is to take
place.
Besides disagreeing with the
satellite ceremonies, Gobbi and
Buntua said other problems could
come up for parents and students.
Some parents may have two
children graduating, elderly and
disabled people may have difficulty
getting to the various satellite sites,
the length of the ceremony may be
increased and some students are
dissatisfied about the location of their
satellite graduation.
But Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice
president for academic affairs, said the
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administration has listened to students
and taken all of these potential
problems into consideration.
"We took four months to hear
students' opinions," Oberst said.
She said the ceremony will be
improved through increasing
individual recognition by giving out
degrees in smaller groups and
presenting departmental awards
without increasing the time.
The issue of elderly and
handicapped people getting to the
different sites is being worked out, she
said.
"We're looking at avenues for
transportation and where we can put
wheelchairs."
Oberst also said that the committee
formed to work on commencement is
looking into televising the main
ceremony at the satellite locations, so
that the elderly and handicapped don't
have to move around.
"We're thinking that people are just
going to one ceremony — either the
satellite or the main ceremony," she
said.
Senior Tammy Rinehart and senior
Jodi Yingling also started a petition
stating basically the same complaints.
They collected 161 signatures.
"I think I've earned a graduation I
can be proud of," Rinehart said. "I am
not happy about this one."
Although Rinehart stated her
grievances to the Student Government
Association at the Dec. 8 meeting, she
said she doesn't believe the SGA will
act.

PETITIONS page 9
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S Don't Miss
Our Exit!

Harrisonburg's First Walk-in
Urgent Medical Center
755 Cantrell Ave

Monday-Saturday
9am-9pm

(next to Hardees)

432•9996

6, 9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
•
•
•
•
•

1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
Townhouses or Gardens • Fully Equipped Kitchen
Pool & Tennis Court
• City Bus Service to JMU
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Microwave Special*
Small Pets Welcome'
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• On Site Management
vow-
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EmergiCare
L

If your doctor is miles away and you need
treatment for:
Sports Injuries
Strep-Throat
Sprains
Mono
Bronchitis
In-house STD testing
Lacerations
with X-ray and lab on premises

Mon. - Fri.
Weekends by Appt.

EMERGICARE

■ Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse Devon Lane • HarnsonDurg, VA 22801
D'rectons Across the highway I'om JMU Campus 1-81 Ewt 2<li> East on Port
Peouoi r Road to too ot hiii right on Devon Lane to Rental O'tice.

434-2220

Where Patients are Sending Their Friends
No Appointment Necessery
All major bank cards accepted and we will file
your insurance claim for you!

GTE's UNIVERSITY 2000. FOR TO,

the off-campus PC uset
Tired of running back and
forth to the library?
Computer lab?
Aren't we all. So, GTE has created the U2000. With
19.2 kbs, it gives you true digital connectivity to
the JMU host VAX system. It also allows for
voice/data utilization at the same time, on the
same telephone line. So try it.
Students must be preapproved by JMU telecomunications.
Call 568-6108
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SGA acknowledges
apparent illegal
session in meeting

Carrier
Library

by Nicole Motley
SGA reporter
The Student Government Association discussed
the apparently illegal executive session held Dec. 8
and announced the legal requirements necessary for
such a session.
Administrative Vice President Scott Surovell said
that according to the Virginia Freedom of
Information Act, the senate can enter a closed
session to discuss personnel issues, legal issues or
protection of privacy.
Also according to the FOIA, an illegal executive
meeting must be re-held in an open session.
President Danny Cruce would not comment on
whether or not the SGA will re-hold the meeting.
Surovell said the senate must take a public vote to
go into executive session, and the motion and reason
for the session must be entered into the minutes.
But no motions can be made or bills introduced
during the closed session, he said.
Resolutions discussed in executive session can
only be binding once voted on in an open session,
Surovell said.
"This is for your information so [an illegal
session] won't ever happen again," he added.
The illegal executive session held last semester
failed to follow these procedures because no one
gave a reason for going into the session, more than
one issue was introduced and no vote was taken on
resolutions discussed in the session.
Also at the meeting:
• Secretary Laura McClintock discussed the United
States Student Association's position on Presidentelect Bill Clinton's National Service Trust Fund.
SGA page 9
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Library security
Students will go to extremes to keep track of their dogs while they are in class or
in the library picking up a few books.

Events honor Martin Luther King Jr.
Today's sixth annual university-wide celebration includes march, speaker
by Susan Edwards
staff writer
Weeks of planning will come to fruition today as
university-wide activities commemorate the life
and accomplishments of the late Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
"We want people to talk about what Martin
Luther King Jr. means to them or the initial feeling
that comes to them when they think about Dr.

"Everyone's got some
strong feelings about the
civil rights issues and Dr.
King's teachings."
Michael Booker
junior
King," said Michael Booker, a member of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Celebration Committee.
The activities for the sixth annual celebration will
begin with a unity march at 11:45 a.m. Students,
faculty and staff are invited to participate.
The march will begin in front of the Music
Building and will end at the Warren Campus Center.
Immediately after the march, a speak-out will be
held in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
"Everyone's got some strong feelings about the
civil rights issues and Dr. King's teachings," Booker

said. "It's good to be able to say what you think
about how Dr. King changed things and made things
better for everyone."
During the speak-out, the youth outreach
subcommittee will name the winners of a contest that
challenged elementary and middle school students to
express their views about King through essays and
artistic pieces, said senior Melvin Brown, co-chair of
the group.
"We feel it's very important that [the youth
outreach subcommittee) functions as it should
because youth don't really get a grasp of what Dr.
King was fighting for," Brown said.
"The things that our parents fought for are the
things that we're enjoying now. It's important for
the youth to realize this."
The celebration will conclude with a formal
program and reception. The service, which will be
held at 7 p.m. in Wilson Hall, includes musical
interludes, a candle lighting ceremony, the
presentation of community service awards and a
keynote speech by professional orator Patricia
Russell-McCloud.
Freshman Kelly Cherry first heard RussellMcCloud speak at the Black Student Leadership
Development Conference sponsored by the College
of William and Mary on January 7-9.
"[Russell-McCloud] had energy and conveyed a
very positive message that kept my attention,"
Cherry said. "I look forward to hearing her again
and I think everyone should come out and hear her."
Senior Thomas Rivers, another conference
participant and the co-chair of the King Celebration
Committee, was also impressed by RussellMcCloud's abilities.

"Her type of speech makes you want to stand up
on your seat and listen," he said. "If I could use one
word to describe her... she's dynamic."
Rivers added that he hopes students will attend the
program so that they can acquire a greater
appreciation for King, especially because he worked
for the benefit of all races.
"King represents a freeing of our people from the
shackles of society," Brown said. "The celebration
gives [blacks] a sense of self. It gives [whites] some
knowledge about where we come from and who we
are."
' L
According to Byron Bullock, the assistant to the
associate vice president for student affairs, JMU used
to have a smaller-scale King celebration that
preceded the annual event that now takes place.
"The first university-wide celebration was six
years ago," he said. "Prior to that it had been an
activity that was sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha.
"When we began the [annual] program ... we got
tremendous support from Dr. Carrier and the
administration.
"We continue to get university-wide support and
there has been a real increase in the numbers of
people from the greater Harrisonburg community
that participate in the program."

Arizona celebrates MLK's
birthday for first time
Rapper Ice-T and his band Body Count will
perform today in Tempe, Ariz, as part of the
state's first state celebration of MLK Day. Voters
approved a paid state holiday Nov. 3 by a 22
percent margin.
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We invite you to the

Fifth Annual Asian
American Student Conference

ONCE-A-YEAR .

STOREWIDE 6
END-OF-THE-YEAR
^

"Heritage and Diversity: Tracing the Asian
American Path"

Jan. 29th - 30th
What is it?
• The Asian American Student Conference (AASC) is a weekend long
event providing a medium of exchange for future leaders interested in
developing their awareness of Asian American issues.
• AASC showcases a broad spectrum of Asian American talent and
consists of workshops, top flight speakers, open forum discussion, and a
career fair.
Who comes to AASC?
• AASC attracts hundreds of students from New York to North Carolina
allowing important networking and interaction opportunities - spreading
Asian and Asian American awareness.
• Speakers include Former Chief Financial Officer for the U.S. Treasury
Department Dr. Samual Mok, Executive Director of the Organization of
Chinese Americans, Inc., Ms. Daphine Kwok, and many other notorious
speakers.

NEW CLOTHING ADDED TO SALE ALL WEEK
BARR-EE STATION HARRISONBURG
Spotswood Valley Square • Next to Kroger

*

*

How do I register for AASC?
• Forms are available at the information desk and the Office of
Multicultural Affairs in the WCC.
• Registration fee is $17 for JMU students
• Registration fee includes a Friday night social, 2 meals on Saturday, all
workshop sessions, keynote speaker sessions, and the Saturday night
dance.
• JMU faculty, other interested students, and community members: a $5
registration fee includes opening ceremony and seminars ONLY.

Won't You Be My Neighbor'?
► Individual leases
• Weight Room
►Basketball courts
• Volleyball courts
• 24 hour Maintenance
• Double beds available

»Covered bus shelter
• Bus pickup every 15 minutes
►Short walk to JMU
• Designated Driver program
> Full-size washer & dryer
• Ample, well-lighted parking

Ashby Crossing

c

R

o s s I N

1235-F Devon lane,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday
G
10-1 and 2-5 Saturday

Eqml Housing
Opportunity
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POL
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:
Vehicle Accident
• Two non-students were taken to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital with injuries after their vehicle
reportedly crashed into a retaining wall on
Interstate 81 near the west portal of the JMU tunnel
at 627 a.m. Jan. 13.
The one-vehicle accident occurred when a
south-bound Cadillac became airborne about
1,000 feet north of the tunnel.
The Cadillac then reportedly crashed through an
interstate fence and hit the retaining wall. A JMU
light post was torn down. State and JMU police
investigated the accident.
No other information about the two injured
persons was available.
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Police also sighted numerous fire code violations
such as obstructions in corridors and miscellaneous
debris.
• Non-student Jason R. Piter, 18. of Timberville,
was arrested and charged with trespassing in X-lot
on Duke Drive at 11:40 p.m. Dec. 23.
Piter reportedly was on the JMU trespassing list.
Police arrested him after reportedly seeing him ride
.a bicycle on campus.
Police suspected Pifer was riding a stolen
bicycle. The bicycle was later discovered to belong
to a student and was bought from a local retailer.
Additional information was withheld until
an ongoing investigation is complete.
Fireworks
• Police searched a student's room in Ikenberry
Hall for fireworks at 6:15 p.m. Jan 12.
The hall staff called campus police. The student
consented to a search of the room, which proved
negative.

Breach of Peace
• Students Aron W. Rooze, 20, of Alexandria and
Timothy D. Heath, 21, of Gloucester Point, were
served warrants on Dec. 14 on charges of
breaching the peace on Dec. 12 at the Sigma Pi
and Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity houses.
The warrants stemmed from an alleged fight
that reportedly started as an argument over broken
glass in the Sigma Pi corridor at 1:49 am.
The fight, apparently involving about 50
intoxicated individuals, was broken up by three
JMU and three Harrisonburg police units.
Many injuries occurred as a result of the fight,
according to campus police, but only one student
was taken to Rockingham Memorial Hospital for
treatment of a cut foot
Dangerous Practice*
• Four students were charged judicially with
throwing snowballs at pedestrians from the deck of
the Warren Campus Center at 12:50 p.m. Dec. 10.
Alcohol Poisoning
• An individual was taken from Chandler Hall to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital at 12:40 a.m. Dec.
13 to be treated for apparent alcohol poisoning.
• An individual was taken from Chandler Hall to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital at 8:15 p.m. Dec.
13 to be treated for apparent alcohol poisoning
and an allergic reaction.
The person reportedly became violent and later
was hospitalized.
Suspicious Person
• A suspicious person was reported sleeping on
the third floor of Maury Hall at 6:42 am. Dec. 16.
Housekeepers described the subject as a tall
white male with I^J brown hair and a mustache.
The subject, described as wearing a white
striped shirt and blue jeans and carrying a
motorcycle helmet, left before police arrived.
• A student was judicially referred after
housekeepers discovered him sleeping in the
basement of Johnston Hall at 6:40 am. Jan. 12.
Officers located the student after he left the
building. He reportedly told police he had been at a
fraternity party and thai he was on the way to his
apartment. The student said he took shelter in
Johnston and fell asleep.

Trespassing
• Eleven students were judicially charged in the
Kappa Sigma fraternity house at 9:09 am. Dec.
19.
The 11 students and their four
non-student guests remained in the fraternity
house past the deadline for leaving for winter
vacation.
The students reportedly ignored requests to
leave the building and argued with police. The 15
people finally left at 10 a.m.

Destruction of Public Property
• An unknown person reportedly destroyed a
window on the north side of Anthony-Seeger Hall
with a snowball at 10:21 am. Dec. 13. The 14-inch
by 30-inch window is valued at $25.
• An unknown person reportedly vandalized a
vending machine in Shorts Hall between 2 am. and
6 a.m. Dec. 13. Items totaling about $60 were
reported stolen from the machine.
• An unknown person broke the glass panel light in
the main entrance of the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
house at 10:19 am. Dec. 29.
The officer then checked inside the house for
damage or entry and found a resident's room door
kicked in. Police are still investigating
• A vending machine was found face down on the
floor in the basement of Ashby Hall at 5:22 am.
Jan. 2. Police reportedly discovered the machine
while investigating an automatic fire alarm. It could
not be determined whether money or products were
taken from the machine.
• The Alpha Sigma Tau sorority and Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity photo composites were stolen and
later recovered by police at 3:22 a.m. Jan. 11.
An officer observed two subjects carrying large
objects in front of the sorority house. He called to
them, but the two dropped" the composites and fled
into the house.
The officer followed the subjects, but lost them.
Police returned the composites.
• Unknown persons reportedly ripped the sink out
of a bathroom in Hanson Hall between 11 p.m. Jan.
12 and 1:57 p.m. Jan. 13.
Police are investigating the incident.

Destruction of Private Property
• An unknown person reportedly carved the letter
"U" on the trunk lid of a car in Z-lot between 5 p.m.
Dec. 9 and 3:30 p.m Dec. 14.
• An unknown person reportedly broke the back
window of a pickup truck in X-lot between 3 p.m.
Dec. 11 and 8 am. Dec. 17.
The tailgate was put down on the truck. Nothing
was missing from the truck.
• Door handles on two vehicles in M-lot were
reportedly broken off between 2:30 a.m. and 5 a.m.
Jan. 6.
No entry was gained to either vehicle.
• A wiper blade was reportedly bent on a vehicle in
F-lot between 11 p.m. Jan. 10 and 9:30 am. Jan.
. 11.

Tampering with a Motor Vehicle
• Unknown persons reportedly tried to move a
Cushman delivery vehicle from Media Resources in
Carrier Library between 5 p.m. Dec. 17 and 8 am.
Dec. 18.
The vehicle reportedly was pushed halfway up

as.

the service ramp and abandoned.

Grand Larceny
• A gray nylon suitcase was reported stolen from
the hallway outside a student's room in the Sigma
Kappa sorority house at 4:35 p.m. Dec. 9.
The suitcase, which reportedly contained all
summer clothing, is valued at $300-$400.
• A men's Schwinn Paramount 27-inch bicycle was
reported stolen from the Burruss Hall parking lot at
9:10 p.m. Dec 9.
The racing style 14-speed bike is orange with
black lettering and has a white leather seat.
• A blue bookbag containing a checkbook and
credit cards was reported stolen from the JMU
Bookstore Dec. 15.
• A green-leather wallet was reported stolen out of
a backpack in a locker in Gibbons Dining Hall at
3:10 p.m. Dec. 16.
The wallet contained $22 cash, a Visa card, a
Crestar Bank card, a driver's license, loose change
and other items.
• A 21 -speed Giant Sedona mountain bike was
reported stolen from the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity house between 1 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Oct.
11.
The maroon bike has serial number CR201419.
The report was delayed
• Two Cerwin Vega speakers, a Magnavox CD
player, a JVC receiver and a Trek 950 21-speed
mountain bike was reported stolen from the Kappa
Sigma fraternity house between 5 p.m. Dec 18 and
11:30 am. Jan. 10.
• A bicycle, which was reported stolen from the
Garber Hall bicycle rack between 6 p.m. Jan. 11
and 1 p.m. Jan. 12, was later found hidden in the
bushes near Dingledine Hall by the owner.
• A Nikon F2 35mm camera and 55mm lens was
reported stolen from the Media Resources Center
between Dec. 20 and Jan. 13.
The camera and lens are valued at $1,600.

Petty Larceny
• The rear wheel was reported stolen from a Fisher
10-speed bicycle in front of the Alpha Sigma Alpha
house at 4:30 p.m. Dec. 13.
The bicycle reportedly was chained.
• A textbook titled Physical Geology was reported
stolen from a room in Bell Hall on Dec. 13.
The book was later recovered after it was bought
back at the bookstore. The owner identified
personal markings in the book.
The book was valued at $17.
• A textbook titled Management was reported
stolen from a study table on the second floor in
Carrier Library at 9 p.m. Dec. 16.
• An individual reported $44 stolen from a room in
White Hall between 9 am. Dec. 15 and 4 a.m. Dec.
16.
The money was later recovered.
• A Texas state license plate 290-VIK was
reported stolen from the back of a vehicle in Z-lot
between 6 p.m. Dec. 10 and 1 p.m. Dec. 18.
• A textbook titled Basic Statistics of the
Behavioral Sciences was reported stolen from the
JMU Bookstore at 1:20 am. Jan. 13.
The book is valued at $35.
• Three video tapes were reported stolen from a
student's room in Hanson Hall between 8 a.m. Dec.
12 and 11 p.m. Jan. 10.
The video tapes are valued at $55.

Attempted Petty Larceny
• A student reportedly saw three people trying to
steal laundry from dryers in Ikenberry Hall at 5:35
p.m. Dec. 12.
The student reported surprising the three people.
The people returned the items and left the building
before police arrived.
POLICELOC page 15
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UPB JANUARY EVENTS
UPB Presents January Movies...
Jan.l9&20 Bob Roberts
Jan. 21
Feed
Jan. 22 & 23 Honeymoon in Vegas
Jan. 24
After the Thin Man (FREE)
Jan. 26
Beverly Hills Cop
Jan. 27
Trading Places
Jan. 28
Zentropa
Jan. 28
Rocky Horror Picture Show (midnight)
Jan. 29 & 30 Boomerang

The New

Join The Crew

All movies, except Sunday: $1.50, 7 &gr$m., unless otherwise noted

ii

\l i i; I'

liiiinmiwi;

I've got two words...
Denis Leary
The Mtv comedian
< WINNER-CRNNES FILM FESTIVAL*
January 25th
Wilson Hall
1 -M»F*f.llH1H
masterpiece! Astonishing!
8 p.m.
^m
$5. w/id
$8 door and gen'l
PRESTIgf
public
OB
Purchase at UPB
box office 10a.m.
Philip Walker/ African American
to 3 p.m. daily.
Drama Company Presents
•m \

Come see Ziggy Marley
in

Jamaica
Spring Break '93

March 6-13,1993
for $550.
Stop by the U PB office to sign up
whi e spaces are still available.

—V

"Can I Speak to You, Brother? and
Sister, Can I Speak to You?"
There will also be a soul food dinner before
the theatre production.
Wednesday, January 27
RC. Ballroom
6:00-8:30 p.m.
Cost: meal punch+ $2.00
w/o punch- $7.00

JrUCkkksn
V>cUt,S*Ui
yH*c*nni&rJ Ch*€M
Sfrinf'BMiu
CkocoLitCtk*

6b

--M
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Petitions

SGA

CONTINUED from page 3

CONTINUED from page 5

"I haven't had any luck with that at all," she said.
"The problem I've been running into is that [the
members of the SGA] feel strong pressure from the
administration not to be involved because it was very
much an administrative decision."
Legislative Vice-Prcsidcnt Nelly Nguyen said the
SGA will address Rinehart's complaint at
tomorrow's meeting.
All four seniors also said the administration is
ignoring student opinion on the subject.
They want this change, they know it's going to
be protested,** Gobbi said, "but they're going to do it
if we want it or not"
Buntua said, "It doesn't seem like our opinion
makes a difference," adding that the majority of the
students who voted in a survey, which was
distributed to seniors in September, wanted to keep
the traditional ceremony.
But Julia Tock, the senior class president, said that
only 18 percent of the surveys were returned and of
those, only 54 percent were against the change in
commencement and that "the rest were strongly for
it."
Gobbi objected to the nature of the student survey.
"I feel it was kind of sneaky," she said. "What
they sent us wasn't like a vote. It was like a poll. It's
pretty sad they sent it to seniors only, because it will
affect everybody."
Tock said that the administration had nothing to
do with the survey. "It was the senior class officers
who decided on the survey to help [Oberst] out," she
said, adding that the other class officers could have
done the same.
Rinehart suggested that the content of the
ceremony not be changed, but that seniors' names
not be called individually to save time

The NSTF will allow students to receive college
loans and then pay them off through community
service work, she said.
USSA is trying to shape Clinton's plan into what
they want and make it as pro-student as possible,
McClintock said.

Michael Keatts contributed to this article.

• The finance committee announced a proposal
giving Phi Beta Sigma $710 from the contingency
fund for Founders' Week.
The money will be used for a DJ and a speaker.
• Surovell explained his proposal for a new method
of student selection onto University Commissions.
This new method would allow the SGA to select
all students instead of the current method in which
the Office of the President selects about half.
• Legislative Vice President Nelly Nguyen
discussed cooperation among the SGA members and
a new format for debates.
Senators were asked to give opinions on how to
make debating more effective during meetings.

Don't miss
today's
section
meetings at The
Breeze offices in
the basement of
Anthony-Seeger.
& Focus ON
section meeting is held
at 4:30 p.m.
NEWS

• A bill was introduced for a constitutional
amendment that would give executive council lineitem veto.

&

• A bill was introduced for an amendment to the bylaws stating that the finance committee should
follow SGA criteria for approving and dispersing
student fees.
In the past, the finance committee had their own
set of criteria.

The ARTS section
meeting is held at
7 p.m.

• A bill was introduced stating that the SGA
mandate a trip to Richmond sponsored by the
Legislative Action Committee to lobby for JMU
students' concerns.

I2th ANNUAL CELEBRATION!

THE NEW
University Place

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
DON'T WAIT TIL ITS TOO LATE!
^IWWWU ^T
P|\ i\\.<» *Zr

BAHIA MAR HOTEl & CONDOS •
• PADRE SOUTH CONOOS •
■ SHERATON HOTEL h CONDOS• GUI FV1EW CONDOS •
LANDf ALL TOWER CONDOS
- HOLIDAY INN
S IftJ T niB*** -

h-

4m.

VOYAGER • DESERT INN
INNcEF.• THE TEXAN • THE REEF,
• RAMADA INN

h• TOURWAY INN •
• THE REEF-SandTnigMi -^

SKI STEAMBOAT COLORADOI
f~^- • OVERLOOK LODGE
SHADOW RUN CONDOS

t/J?<

- 7. S «ntf 7 Mgfcti -

Check Us Out!!

PORT ROYAL OCEAN
RESORT CONDOS
-Saa«)i««Ml -

*/3l

Call 432-6541

•Easy access to JMU (bus service)
•Individual Leases
►3 & 4 Bedroom Units •Furnished or Unfurnished Units
•Dishwasher
•Microwave
•Free Water
•Washer & Dryer
•On Site Management •Ample Parking

PLUS $100 CASH DISCOUNT *
FOR EARLY SIGN-UP
^
$
Come by and see the changes at University Place'.

The Best In Student Housing!
Call Dorothy Ritchie 432-6541
or Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESORT CONDOS •
-S •»« t IVJMI - ^.

LAUDERDAIE 8EACH HOTEL

4Mb
SKI VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
BEAVER CREEK WEST CONDOS ■

*m

-S 4A4 T MgMf -

roa iMTim

IT»r NOT Ma NMMT

CALL TODAY
CENTRAL SPUING MtAK JJn (NKMM4DONANDRESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911
7AM-7M M <V 7AM3NA In. tAMSMI W

MMNNI*

14 MOU« HUC MMtvAHOMUMJI MS 1114

fa*
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THE LOOK
PROFESSIONAL HAIR DESIGNERS
1 TANNING SALON

; New Customers Only!
S 3 Free Tanning Sessions with Hair Cut
! 5 Free Tanning Sessions with Chemical Service
; With Lisa Only... (long hair specialist)
! Bring Coupon
Please call for appointment
Corner University Blvd
& Reservoir St

Good thru Feb. 13 -1993

433-1999

NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER
Semester SpecialDiet Analysis
Body Fat Testing
Unlimited Tanning

$

99

Nautilus offers:
•New "next-generation"
Nautilus Equipment
•Olympic Weight Room
•Unlimited Aerobics
•Step Aerobics
•Lap Swimming Pool
•Lifecycles
•Stairmasters •Invigorating Whirlpool
•Dry Heat Sauna
•Rowers
•Suntan System
•Showers & Lockers
•Personal training
•Open 7 days a week

1755 S. High St.

926 W. Market St.

Harrisonburg, VA 228oi Harrisonburg, VA ZZSoi
433-1158 mmm fi^B 434-9585
American Express
Money orders
fcoc each

^"^ ——I
PBWW
M W kgjl_i

(JEKI

American Express
Money grams

*^^g 8M m

tale endi 1/31/93

Belief e Pkwmaop a(fe^8:
• Personal Patient Counseling
• Begley's "55 Gold Club" offers seniors 10% off
on all prescriptions and HealthMart private
label products every day! Plus, 10% off
everything in the store every Tuesday
(excluding tobacco & beer.)
• Save up to 50% or more on quality generic
drugs, ask how much you can save!
• State-of-the-art Computerized Rx records
• Contact Lens Replacements For a Lot Less!
Save up to 65%
• Free Blood Pressure Testing
• Discount Diabetic Needs
• Fast, Friendly, Professional Service

BEGLEY
Rx coupon

$£jj 00

Off

Any New or
Transferred
Prescription.

Limit two
prescriptions.
Coupon expires 1/31/93

Moore's Chips
690

7 oz.

Dr. Pepper 12 packs
$2.99
Reg. - $3.29

8 tablets

Tavist 1 or Tavist D
$2.99
reg. $3.99

Magazines
15% reg. price
Brachs pegged
Non-Chocolate Candy
3/$1.00

Call for a FREE trial workout:
433-3434

assorted varieties — ree. 2/$ 1.00

Discount Photo Finishing*...

Come and see the plan for the
new Nautilus Super Club!
(18,000+sq.ft.)

'Begley Photo Club" & "Next Day Service or It'sFREE'
On 35 mm. Disc, 110 & 126
Color Print Film Developing
Exposure Roll
Exposure Disc
Exposure Roll
Exposure Roll
You'll love Prestige Prims
Your prints returned in a
unique mini-album.
Ask tor more details

=NAUTILUS=
FITNESS /^ CENTER J
\I/~^

1832 8. Main St.
Harrisonburg. VA
22801

Single
3" Prints
2.99
3.49
3.77
5.88
4"
4"
12Exp. 15Exp.

Double 3" Prints

Sale Price

2.99
3.49
3.77
5.88

4"
4"
24Exp. 36Exp.

3.49 3.99 4.99 6.99

30% LARGER! 'AUwithh«Muu-Album»ndncitd«rMrvi<«(ino«tcbyi)

Begl

r>«l
4~vt 1 * ,,,tro<,ucin8Th* Begley Film Club"
6V Film ClUD * Bring m 7 *<Sley fi,m «nve'op*» and get your
J
next roll of film developed for absolutely FREE!
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Letter man moves to CBS;
Leno remains on 'Tonight'
The late-night television riddle was
formally resolved on Thursday, as
David Letterman confirmed that he's
taking his Stupid Pet Tricks and Top
10 lists to CBS in August, and NBC
announced that it remains firmly
committed to beleaguered "Tonight
Show" host Jay Leno.
In back-to-back press conferences
on the east and west coasts that were
longer on humor than hard
information, NBC said "Saturday
Night Live" producer Lome Michaels
will develop a show to air in
Letterman's 12:30 a.m. slot. The
show's premise is still being
developed.

Letterman, appearing in New York
with CBS Chairman Laurence A.
Tisch and CBS Broadcast Group
President Howard Stringer, said band
leader Paul Shaffer will follow him to
CBS, but could not say whether the
show will remain in New York or
move to Los Angeles. Asked if he
planned to change his brand of acerbic
humor, Letterman said: "The show is
theshow.at 12:30 or 11:30.*'
CBS executives declined to discuss
the terms of Letterman's deal, but he
is expected to earn about $14 million a
year. That compares to Leno's annual
salary of $3 million.
— Los Angeles Times new*
ssrvfco

Haitian refugees fate uncertain
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
President-elect Bill Clinton will take
office Wednesday unsure whether his
last-minute decision to temporarily
continue the Bush administration's
policy of forcibly repatriating Haitian
boat people will avert a threatened
flood of refugees.
But even if his policy succeeds in
blunting the exodus in the short term,
his new administration must firmly
address the long-term issues of
restoring democracy and fostering
economic stability and growth in Haiti
if it hopes to undercut the factors that
have driven tens of thousands of
people to attempt the treacherous sea
journey to the United States.
The political roots of the refugee
problem lie in the bloody military
coup that ousted Haiti's first
democratically elected president, JeanBertrand Aristide, 18 months ago. The
coup and subsequent repression
deepened the among one of the in
Haiti and subjected the new regime to
an economic embargo led by the
Organization of American States.
If negotiations to return Aristide to

power fail, and the embargo and
international isolation imposed on .
Haiti's military-backed leaders
continue, Haiti will remain a festering
trouble spot
While the negotiations, with
unprecedented cooperation among the
United Nations, the OAS and the
Clinton and Bush transition teams,
have moved both sides closer than
ever, there is little hope for a
settlement unless all parties press for a
broad solution — not just an end to
Washington's concerns about the boat
people. But those seeking to restore
democracy here fear that, if pleas by
Aristide and Clinton succeed in
slowing the refugee flow, an overall
solution will fade as a Clinton priority
and the stalemate will continue.
The growing consensus here is that
there is a window of opportunity that
is quickly closing, and that if it closes,
the long-term consequences will not
only devastate Haiti, but pose more
complex and costly challenges to the
international community.
— The Washington Post news
■orvfce

Tax Averages Around Virginia
The average of local taxes in Virginia is highest in
Fairfax County and lowest in Bath County. The top five
highest averages and the top five lowest averages are
listed below.
TOP FIVE HIGHEST AVERAGE LOCAL TAXES
COUNTY QRcrnr

AVERAGE LOCAL TAX

Fairfax

2,990*

Alexa

2,818

Falls Ch

2,526

Prince ,Williari}

2,470

Manassas

2,232

tG'S AVERAGE IS $696/ANi*
JGHAM CfUNTY'S IS $655.
TOP FIVE LOWEST AViRAGE LOCAL TAXES
AVERAGE LOCAL TAX
204'

COUNTY OR CTTY
Bath County

259
270

Mecklenburg County
5

Carroll County

i

Wise County

298

Halifax County

302

• Tax amounts shown in dollars.
Source: The Washington Post, Jan. 7
JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE

Foreign policy decisions face Clinton
They seem, in some ways, like the kind of
problems that need not distract a newly elected
president: a muddled war in a remote corner of
Europe; a provocative but crippled Middle Eastern
dictator, a nearly bloodless humanitarian operation
by U.S. troops in East Africa; a tottering Russian
government that cannot pay its debts.
Bill Clinton will take office Wednesday as a
president pledged to concentrate on America's
domestic problems, and the range of crises and
choices that await him in foreign affairs will not
necessarily prevent him from carrying out that
mandate, even though events in Somalia, Iraq,
Bosnia, Russia and elsewhere abroad have
dominated the Bush administration's last weeks.
Still, Clinton's first foreign-policy decisions may
prove as important as any he makes in his first

months in office. He may wish to avoid major
foreign-policy initiatives, yet narrow decisions can
have far-reaching consequences.
As the United States turns to a new generation of
leadership, the world wobbles over one of history's
fault lines, when a new balance of power and rivalry
among nations can be forged by accidents and small
tests as well as by grand designs. In Iraq, Somalia
and elsewhere, the Bush administration identified the
geopolitical shape of the post-Cold War world but
left largely undefined the ground rules by which the
United States will operate in it. It will be a world in
which the threats to U.S. interests are regional rather
than global; where policies toward the Third World
are driven more by concerns over human welfare and
weapons proliferation than by ideological conflict;
and where world power will be uneasily shared and

negotiated among the United States, its allies in
Europe and Asia, and its former rivals in Moscow
and Beijing.
In that context, Clinton's decisions early in office
may define the pattern and limits of U.S. action
abroad for a coming generation of leadership. In
Iraq, Somalia, Bosnia and Haiti, the new
administration will be obliged to formulate a set of
precedents for how the United States will define its
aims in regional conflicts and Third World crises,
and how it will extract itself fromthem.
In world trade talks and in bargaining with Russia,
meanwhile, Clinton will set the boundaries for
America's relationships with the European and Asian
powers that are destined to be both its partners and
its rivals in the new era.
— Th* Wa*h ington Post IMWS sarvk*
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ATTENTION SENIORS!
It's time to start interviewing. On-Campus Recruiting is gearing up for the
spring semester. Resume drops will start on Monday, January 18 for the
organizations listed below. For a complete recruiting schedule, please stop
by the Office of Career Services, 206 Sonner Hall.
American Management Systems, Inc.
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Burlington Industries, Inc.
Carter Machinery, Inc.
Circuit City (Finance Division)
Clairol, Inc.
Ferguson Enterprises
Freddie Mac
Health Care Financing Administration
IDS-Financial Services, Inc.
Information Management Consultants
Jefferson Pilot Life Insurance
Keller Manufacturing
Kroger Company

Lanier Worldwide/FAX Division
Naval Audit Service
Oracle Corporation
Oxford School
PRC
Performance Engineering Corporation
Pizza Hut, Inc.
Riggs National Bank
Signet Banking Corporation
State Farm Insurance Company
Wal-Mart Internal Audit
Wallace Computer Services, Inc.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Woodward & Lothrop

If you are interested in interviewing with any of these organizations, you MUST be registered to
participate in the On-Campus Recruiting Program (and have your OCS Gold Card). All
materials for the above organizations must be turned in by 5:00 pm Tuesday, January 19, 1993.

"Professional Dress for the Job
Interview and the Workplace"

Videotaped Mock Interviews

Presented by Ms. Katie Glanton, Image
Consultant, Centerville, VA

WHEN:
February 1 - 5
WHERE: Office of Career Services

WHEN: Wednesday, January 20, 1993
WHERE: 4:00 - 5:00 pm, Sonner Hall

All time slots available on a first come, first
serve basis. Please sign-up in Career Services.

•

Studies show that it takes less than 60 seconds
to make a first impression. Much of this
impression is based on your outward
appearance. In this one-hour workshop, Ms.
Glanton will show both men and women the
basics of color harmony, fashion personality
and how to build a professional wardrobe for
the interview and workplace. One member of
the audience will be chosen for a make-over.

What can mock interviews do for you?
• Offer you an opportunity to practice
answering questions in an interview setting
• Enable you to receive some feedback on
your interview style
• Allow you to actually see yourself in an
interview situation as an employer would

1
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Broadcasting
society
sponsors
educational day for syndrome:
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the national broadcasting
society, will honor the Tourette Syndrome
Association on Jan. 20. The association sponsors
education, research and service for those affected by
this treatable neurological disorder. WMRA, FM
90.7, will feature eight announcements throughout
the day concerning the syndrome at approximately 6
a.m., 8 a.m., 9 a.m., 1:30 p.m., 4 p.m., 7 p.m.", 9 p.m.
and midnighi.

Martin Luther King Jr. Day features
events and activities:
A JMU celebration honoring the life of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. will be held today.
A unity march beginning at the Music Building
and ending at the Warren Campus Center will start at
11:45 a.m. All students, staff and faculty are
encouraged to participate.
At 12:15 p.m. a speak-out will be held in Graf ton Stovall Theatre providing an opportunity for
students, faculty and staff to voice their opinions
concerning King and civil rights.
In Wilson Hall at 7 p.m., a program will feature
musical presentations, excerpts from King's
speeches, a keynote address from professional orator
Patricia Russell-McCloud and a candle lighting
ceremony.
Following this program a reception honoring the
the winners of the commemorative art, music and
literature competitions will be held in the WCC,
Highlands Room.
Business fraternity wins award:
Delta Sigma Pi, a coed professional business
fraternity, has been designated as the most
outstanding chapter for the mideastern region of the
United States for the 1991-92 academic year. The
honor was awarded based on the chapter's operations
and activities.
JMU speakers to discuss activism during
the civil rights movement:
Commonground's January speaker series will
feature JMU professors Dr. Joanne Gabbin and Dr.
Bruce Busching who will speak about their
experiences as activists in the civil rights movement
Jan. 20 at 7 pm. at the Dovel Community Action
Center, 284 E. Water St., Harrisonburg.
Visiting Scholar questions basis of jazz:
Daniel Nagrin of the Daniel Nagrin Theatre, Film
and Dance Foundation, Inc. will present "Art vs.
Entertainment: Can Jazz be Serious?" Jan. 22 at 6
p.m. in Godwin Hall, room 355 as part of the
Visiting Scholars lecture series.
Anti-abortion trip to D.C. planned:
Anyone interested in riding on a free bus to
Washington D.C. for "March for Life" Jan. 22
should meet at the Catholic Campus Minstry house
at 6 a.m. Call Sheena Talbot at 432-6150 for
additional information.

High priced game
The 777 Ranch in Hondo, Texas raises exotic animals
in large enclosed areas. Visitors can purchase these
animals to hunt on the ranch. Some prices from the
1992 schedule include:
♦denotes'
animal is fu
primarily^

Russian boar (Asia/Europe)4'
.Turkey (USA)
Bobcat (USA)
Sika deer (Japan)
Impala (Africa)
American bison (USA)
Red Stag deer (Europe)
Iranian Red sheep (Iran)
Pure Nubian ibex (Asia)

$600
$600
$850
$1500
$3000
$3000
$4500
$6500
$7000

SOURCE: Harper's Magazine
VINCE RHODES/THE BREEZE

Calendar of events
Monday

18 Tuesday

• Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
• Student Government Association book sale, P.C.
Ballroom, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
• International Association of Business
Communicators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, room
12,5 p.m. The guest speaker will be Betsy Reardan
of King's Dominion.
• Bowling Club organizational meeting, WCC,
Tidewater Room, 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday

• Equal meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4:30 p.m.
• SGA meeting, WCC, Highlands Room, 5 p.m.
• Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 6 p.m.
• Women's Softball Club meeting, Godwin Hall, room
205,7 p.m.
• First Right meeting, Duke Hall, room M209,8 p.m.
Olivia Cans, president of American Victims of
Abortion, is the guest speaker.

20 Thursday

• First Right discussion session, Logan Hall,
Women's Resource Center, 12:30 p.m.
• Pi Sigma Alpha, JMU's political science honor
• Delta Sigma Pi, a coed business fraternity, will hole society, will hold an informational meeting in Maury
an informational meeting for spring rush, 8 p.m.
Hall, room G-5 at 5 p.m.
today and Thursday. AH business majors are welcome!
• EARTH meeting, Burruss Hall, room 39,
5-6:30 p.m.
• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7-9
p.m.

wm\

fbe
WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY
HIGH: 30°

HIGH: 32°

HIGH: 40°

LOW:

LOW:

LOW:

Partly Cloudy

20°

Partly Cloudy

18°

18°

Source: WQPO/WSVA
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Portable Spa Rental
• Low Rental Rates
• Delivered to your door
• Plugs Into standard outlet
• Indoor/outdoor

Sn

' %o

Call
Tony's Pro
Dive And
Pool Today
432-6254

WA

W«p no more. The show vo*> r*ii«$e<j while
vacation.ng in Oubutpe.-g\ ■. • ■ /$ &ACK..

TEOdL.EE

' iirttiti »Y toe »M*tX

LXVE^

r«r /»RMABItt.O TCW

OWCIWAL COM"C ***KS BY
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S»TJ« K«M<t CVn* . KM lot
EAITMH «BNM»*IT« C«u*ftC

"ACOMIC JR>«-' -s«*fct(\«»«-UiJir
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writers:
The Arts Section
will meet tonight
at 7 in the
basement of
Anthony-Seeger

HalL

ws Dining Hall is
looking for fun, hardworking
individuals. Gibbons is looking for
YOUll Go to Entrance 2/3 and fill out an
application. The pay is great—starting at $4.97
'per hour, it's the best you'll find in Harrisonburg!
We offer ample oppurtunities for advancement, including
management training. Gibbons Dining Hall is right in
the middle of campus, which makes it a handy location
whether you live on or off campus. Starting this semester,
you won't have to punch yourW to work a shift.
Plus, Gibbons arranges plenty of social events—a
great way to meet people & make new friends.

GIBBONS DINING HALLTHE PLACE TO WORK.
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* Were you told by Financial flid
that you couldn't get a loan.
The laws have changed. Stop by
our Hoffman Hall office for
details.
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STUDENT SPECIAL
Get Ready Por Spring Break At
Phgilelani Walght Loit

Threatening Telephone Caite
• A parson reported receiving
threatening and prank telephone calls
in Spotswood Hall from an unidentified
caller at 3:15 a.m. Dec. 17.
Harassing Telephone Cans
• A parson reported receiving four
harassing telephone calls in Hillside
Hall between 738 p.m. and 9:08 p.m.
Dec. 10.
• A person reported receiving multiple
harassing telephone calls in Hoffman
Hall at 220 p.m. Dec. 10.
• An individual reported receiving a
harassing telephone call in the Student
Accounts Office on Dec. 12. The
unknown caller used obscenities.

Fire Alarm
• Burning tissue and notebook paper
in the study lounge of Shorts Hall
activated a fire alarm at 3:16 p.m. Dec.
14.
The fire alarm system was later
reset and cleared.

Felony Arrest
• Student Jermaine H. Johnson, 22, of
Reston, was arrested and charged on
two counts of obtaining money under
false pretenses at 12:17 p.m. Dec. 16.
City Warrant Served
• Student Danielle K. Lomax, 18, of
Fredericksburg was served a
Hamsonburg city warrant on a charge
of shoplifting at TJ Maxx at 11:59 am.

Jan. 14.
• Student Latonya R. Stanard, 18, of
Spotsylvania, was served a
Harrisonburg city warrant on a charge
of shoplifting at TJ Maxx Jan. 13.
• Student Christopher S. Agee, 22. of
Midlothian, was served a Harrisonburg
city warrant on a charge of writing a
bad check at Food Mart Jan. 13.
DUI
• Non-student Michelle Farrell, 21, of
Harrisonburg was arrested and
charged for driving under the influence
of alcohol on University Boulevard at
12:48 a.m. Jan. 14.
Police stopped Farrell apparently
after noticing her swerving side to side
in the west-bound lane.
DIP/Fake Identification
• Student Jason C. Thomson, 20, of
Reston was arrested and charged with
being drunk in public and possessing a
fake ID and Social Security card at
3:08 am. on Jan. 1. on Madison Drive
in front of Hoffman Hall.
• Non-student Angela D. Adkins, 20,
of Harrisonburg was arrested and
charged with being drunk in public,
underaged possession of alcohol and
possession of a fake ID on University
Boulevard at 12:48 Jan. 14.

Number of drunk in public charges fall
semester, 1992:54
Number of drunk in public charges
since Dec. 10:4

The Artful Dodger
A Coffee House and Art Gallery
47 W. ('curt Square, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
• Mon.ll
(7!

12-1179

\s • Sandwiches • Soups • hr/

WEEKS'

$88

CHOOSE FROM 4 DIFFERENT DIET
IsYSTEMS AND LOSE UP TO 24 POUNDS
IN 8 SAFE WEEKS!
(some systems Include pre-backaged foods)
(Supblimantc at regular cost)

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE
CONSULTATION
432*1212
2035 E. MARKET STREET
(In Skyline Village)

"Performing Friday.Jan. 29th 8:30 p.m.

WINDFALL
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DICTATOR

To Food Services for not opening either P.C.
Dukes or Souper One for lunch when the
university's staff returned to work on Jan. 4 —
employees have to eat as well as students. Even
a cheese sandwich or hot dog would have been
better than nothing.
Sent in by a hungry, disgruntled employee.

Pat.

Remembering King's legacy
Without holidays, many of us might
forget to take time out and reflect on
some of the important issues in our
lives. Certain days of the year are set
aside so that we can show our appreciation for the
things we value most.
Today is one of those days. In Virginia, today has
been designated Martin Luther King Jr. day to honor
a leader in the civil rights movement and one of our
country's most important political figures.
But two other states — New Hampshire and
Montana — do not recognize the holiday. A third,
Arizona, only recently added it to their calendar in
November, after extended controversy.
In 1990, the commissioner of the NFL cancelled
plans to hold a future Super Bowl in Arizona
because the holiday had not been approved by a
majority of Arizona voters. But today, on what
would have been Martin Luther King Jr.'s 64th
birthday, Arizona's first observance of King's
birthday as an official holiday is being celebrated
with a conceit by rapper Ice-T and his Body Count
Band. According to Thursday's USA Today, rap
groups such as Public Enemy and other civil rights
activists had a big influence on gaining voter support
for the holiday.
Such individuals have gone to these lengths
because they felt that a national holiday is a fitting
way to honor and preserve King's memory.
People of all colors and backgrounds have
benefitted from King's many efforts toward racial
equality. Not only was King a leader, but he was also
an educator. Although most of JMU's current
students didn't have the opportunity to hear him
speak or be a.part of the movement he lead, we have

all benefitted from his efforts. And by celebrating his
life today, we keep his dreams alive.
Although the United States has made important
strides in civil rights issues in recent decades, we
haven't yet fulfilled King's vision of total equality,
of a place where the color of a person's skin has no
bearing on the way that person is treated by others.
While our progress has included integrating school
systems and passing legislation to promote fairness
in hiring practices, we still face the problems of
discrimination, bigotry and rioting. We have come a
long way, but not so far that we are immune to such
horrors as the Rodney King beating and the resulting
aftershocks that were felt in Los Angeles and all over
the country.
These problems should remind us that for all of
King's work the country still faces severe racial
division and misunderstanding.
We no longer have Martin Luther King Jr. to
address these problems and present solutions, but we
have a holiday to remind us of his messages. It is our
responsibility to carry the fight for equality into the
future.
JMU will hold a unity march followed by a speakout as part of today's events. This is our opportunity
to both pay tribute to King's life and
accomplishments and to express our concerns on the
civil rights issues facing our country.
Whether you are black or white, no matter what
your background is, don't forget the importance of
Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

!CMgM,^...«lfr (^Cohen...mima8^edlor (^J^,.,^^
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis.
They must be delivered to The Breev by noon Tuesday or 5 tun Friday
The Breeze reserve* the right roedlt for clarity and space
The opinions in this section do nor necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper, this staff, or James MadisonUnfrersity.
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To the Warren Campus Center gods who
finally managed to fix the "please use other
door" door over the winter holiday. Hearty
thanks from all the students who have tried in
vain to open the door only to find themselves
plastered against the glass.

Dart...
To all those students who are preoccupied
with the change in graduation. Where were you
when this ordeal was being discussed in the first
place?
.Sew in by a senior who doesn't have time to
sit around and discuss matters that have already
been decided.

Pat...
To the D-Hall employees who braved the
blustery weather to deliver cups of hot
chocolate to the shivering students standing in
line at entrance six to pay for their meal plans.
Food from Home and FLEX accounts last week.

Dart...
A disappointed dart to the Association of
Collegiate Entrepreneurs for failing to put out
the much-heralded, much-anticipated Men of
Madison calendar this semester due to a lack of
advertising revenue.

Pat...
An obnoxious pat to the University Program
Board for getting Dennis Leary of MTV and
Nike fame to entertain students (at a reasonable
pnce) at Wilson Hall next week. Two words for
the UPB —Thank you.
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Letters to the Editor
Leave the past behind and
'work together* on graduation
Tothaadtton
Change always brings loss. And that loss sometimes
makes change seem so unwarranted, so unfair, so
capricious — particularly when what is lost seems deeply
important. Recent letters in this space have so clearly
illustrated the loss some students feel from the change in
May graduation exercises. But fear of experiencing a loss
should not prevent change.
If change always brings loss, men why don't we just
avoid change? Deliberate change brings opportunities and
the chance to solve problems which surpass what has been
lost The new May graduation exercises give us all the
chance to work together to solve problems associated with
previous graduation exercises and to find, create and
exploit new opportunities to enrich our largest annual
graduation exercises.
The perspective with which we all face the challenge of
creating our new graduation exercises will likely influence
our success as much as what we actually decide to do. If we
try to find our future while reaching for what new times
have irrevocably pushed behind us, then we cannot design
new graduation ceremonies which will be the foundation of
worthy tradition for JMU. Only through striving together
can we create graduation exercises which will become an
illustrious example of JMU's success and a distinguished
tribute to the wonderful community of students,
administrators and faculty which exists here.
To all who have lamented about the change in
graduation exercises, please put your disappointments and
apprehensions behind you. Doing otherwise will only
detract us in our challenging endeavors to create a valuable
new tradition for May commencement. We all can
faithfully and successfully work together in designing new
graduation ceremonies if we all share a devotion to our common welfare and to the welfare of so many future
graduating students.

Brad Roof
■■■in fata prol—ior of accounting

Hold Clinton accountable for
his 'lofty campaign promises'
To the editor:
As Inauguration Day creeps up on America, the record
should be set straight about the presidential election. The

liberal-dominated media have succeeded in diminishing the
fact that America rose as the dominant economic and
military superpower after the depressing Carter years. With
this assistance and extremely lofty campaign promises,
Clinton and Gore pulled off die election.
The media's treatment of Clinton has basically reversed
in the last year. A perfect example of this has been
demonstrated by Time magazine which once published an
issue with the headline "Why America Doesn't Trust Bill
Clinton" on the cover, and just recendy made Clinton
"Man of the Year." Once the media realized that he was
going to win the Democratic nomination, they accepted
him as one of their own. As Richard Nixon once said, "the
media always has the last word.**
Now he hopes he can fool Americans by taking back
his campaign promises — such as cutting the deficit in half,
decreasing military spending by $50 billion, and cutting
both the Congressional and White House staff by 23
percent He will continue to break his promises while
obliging to special interest groups. Americans are already
questioning their vote for him in light of the strong
economic recovery. Hopefully, Americans will hold
Clinton accountable for his campaign promises in 1996 and
realize that "change" is not always a good thing!

Matt Newquist
finance/economics
aophomor*

Black history should not be
relegated to February
To the editor:
The shortest and coldest month of the year is right
around the comer — it must be Black History Month. The
month designated by white people for the celebration of the
culture and history of the black man and woman. This year,
however, the celebration will be unlike any prior
observance. A coalition of 60 black churches in the
Washington, DC area will be taking down the pictures of
Michelangelo's cousin (a.k.a. — the common portrait of
Jesus). This celebration will culminate Easter Sunday with
the burial of the white Jesus. From this day forward the
truth shall be told from the mountain high to the
Shenandoah Valley low.
With this in mind, it is indeed an honor to recognize the
black Madonna giving birth to her precious sweet son the
Messiah, black baby Jesus.

My Jesus was and is a black man, just like me. Some
say, "What difference does it make whether he was black
or white?" That is like asking what difference does it make
whether you're wrong or right.
Others say, "Jesus could not have been black or of
African descent because Jesus was a Jew." There is no
argument whether Jesus was a Jew or not Jesus was a Jew.
The question is were the original Jews black or while? Do
not tell us about Shamir, Sharon or Begin over there in the
criminal settler colony called Israel. Originally, the whole
area called The Holy Land" was black. Saudi comes from
the root word that means black. Egypt is a greek word
representing a term in its etymological root that means
"Land of the Blacks." Heroditus, the 5th century B.C.
historian writes, "the Egyptians were a jet black people and
the Jews of the area were a jet black people." Actually, the
whole area called the Middle East is not the middle east at
all. It is really Northeast Africa separated from the
mainland of Africa by a white-man-made ditch called the
Suez Canal.
The university and religious systems of America do not
have chains on our wrist and ankles today, however, they
are trying to put chains on our brains today to control our
thinking. Carter G. Woodson. the founder of Negro History
Week, writes in his book The Mis-Education of the Negro,
"When you control a man's thinking you do not have to
worry about his actions. You do not have to tell him to
stand here or go yonder. He will find his proper place and
will stay in it" Blacks and whites have been miseducated
to the true history (not his story.) This ignorance is leading
us on a collision course.
Black history is a subject that must be studied all year
around and not be banished to some little month to satisfy
some "token" Negroes. To know something about the
history of black people is to know something about the
history of the universe.
Furthermore, we do not want Jesus painted black to
boost our egos, but the Bible and history prove that he was
black (Rev. 1:14-16). If we knew Jesus was black we might
respect ourselves a little better and white folks might
respect us a little better.
This view surely will meet disagreement from many
people, however, open and honest dialogue of the subject is
long overdue. If anyone would like to discuss this topic, my
number is 433-5870.

Kevin X Lanier
htetory
junior

Helping others after the holiday season
JMU had its own version of Salvation Army
volunteers before the holidays. Instead of holding
a bell, these soldiers grabbed a microphone.
Milling around near the helipad on the commons,
they verbally assaulted students who strolled by:
"Hey, you! Ye**- the girl with the BAD ACNE
... don't you wain to give money to stop multiple
sclerosis? And what about you buddy! Yeah, the
IMPOTENT guy in the leather jacket.. .it's not
like you're going to need that change in your
pocket to support any children!"
These boisterous fundraisers were in full force
during the holiday charity rush. You could sense
it People who traipsed up the commons went out
of their way to avoid making eye contact with the
fundraisers. You would have thought the second
coming of Christ was occurring just above Wilson
Hall. (Note: That's Christ, not Carrier.)
These days it is safer to venture through the
commons. Other charitable projects, such as
Operation Santa Claus, have also come and gone
with the holiday season. While these projects were
charitable, they were also timely — for the givers.
Operation Santa Claus made sure that
underprivileged children in the area had at least
one present beneath their tree Christmas morning.
Certainly this was a worthwhile project.
But I didn't receive any gifts this season.
Several people asked me last week, "What did you

.:

EYES OF
THE Ka4IS
— Rob Kaiser

get for Christmas?"
"I got Jewed," I said and explained that my family
is Jewish, but not practicing. Meaning in greedy
terms that I don't get Hanukkah or Christmas gifts.
I don't expect holiday gifts. I receive presents year
round — like having the privilege of attending a
university and the opportunities which go with it.
The children from Operation Santa Claus are still
just as shut off from such opportunities as they were
before. JMU's charity was generous, but short term.
An episode of the television show M*A*S*H
provided another example of short term charity.
One of the doctors, Charles, was trying to uphold a
family tradition. Every year on Christmas Eve his
family gave expensive, fancy candy to needy people.
Since he was in Korea that Christmas, Charles had
the candy mailed to him and he in turn left it at an
orphanage. Later, he learned that the candy had
never reached the children who lived there. He
confronted the man who ran the orphanage.

"The candy would have brought great joy to the
children, for a few moments," the man said. "But
on the black market, it was worth enough rice and
cabbage to feed them for a month."
The man apologized for not fulfilling the spirit
of the generous family tradition.
"On the contrary," Charles responded, "it is I
who should be sorry. It is sadly inappropriate to
give dessert to a child who's had no meal."
During break I served meals to homeless people
in Washington, D.C. as my charitable act of the
season. I worked with a group of students for four
days in soup kitchens and homeless shelters.
In one soup kitchen, my job was to hand out
meal tickets. I was instructed to make sure each
person was only handed one ticket. But when
people who had already eaten one serving, came
back to me asking for another ticket, I obliged.
The evening I returned from Washington, I went
to a Chinese restaurant with my parents. When we
were finished eating, there was still half of one
dish left over and a quarter of another dish.
I looked at the food which would be trashed and
thought of the people in Washington who had
asked me for another ticket. The irony left me
feeling empty. I could have used an earful from the
boisterous fundraisers on the commons.
Rob Kaiser is a junior management major.
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IBM PS/VALUEPOINT LINE

(

IBM PS/VALUEPOINT 325T 386SLC. including SVGA monitor, keyboard, mouse,
MS Windows & DOS, prices starting at
$1,549
[IBM PS/VALUEPOINT 425SX 486SX, including SVGA monitor, keyboard, mouse
IOS/2 2.0. prices starting at
$1,629
llBM PS/VALUEPOINT 433DX 486DX, including SVGA monitor, keyboard, mousefl
[OS/s 2.0, prices starting at
$1,999

[•Second one must be of equd or lesser vohiej

(REG. $2.29)
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

How
worldly
are
you?
The Focus
On section
is looking
for students
who have
worked
abroad for a
summer or a
semester. If
you have
professional
experience
overseas,
call
Heather at
X6127.

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER,
Army ROTC scholarships pay off twice, with money
towards your education and five weeks of nursing
experience in an Army hospital
Hundreds of nursing students win Army ROTC
scholarships every year. You can, too.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOD CAN TAKE.
CONTACT: MAJOR JOHN BATLESS

PHONE: (703) 568-3633
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ENCORE SErfm'seiils

The Center for Aervice-Learning
INTEGRATING CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY.
COME GET INVOLVED - MAKE A DIFFERENCE!!

WIIOWI lOlRIM.Ml'SK \I s

PETER PAN
Fortickcl information
call (hv Masterpiece

OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE IN THESE AREAS:
at ("03)568

• PUBLIC SCHOOLS •
• YOUTH AND ADULT SERVICES •
• SPECIAL CARE AND AGING SERVICES •
• ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITY HEALTH •
• HUNGER AND HOUSING ISSUES •
• SPECIAL AND INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS •

Harrison Hall
Box Office hours:
Monday -1 riilav
I 5 p.m.
Warren ( anipus (enter
Box Office hours:
Mondav -1 ridax
hi .1 m. < p.m.

Reserved lickeis:

IN ORDER TO BECOME INVOLVED PLEASE ATTEND
ONE OF OUR INFORMATION SESSIONS
TUES. JANUARY 19TH / 6PM-7PM or 7:30PM-8:30PM
Harrison A206
WED. JANUARY 20TH / 6PM-7PM or 7:30PM-8:30PM
Highlands Boom (WOO

AW

A Course In
Economics.
<m±—
Students can get great haircuts from professional
stylists at everyday low prices. And you never need an
appointment At MasterCuts we trim prices, not quality

H

! $1.00 Off!! $5J00 Off!! 20% Off!
Haircut Perm I'AIIHaircaie!
With student LO
NoOoutMdKOunU

W*h student I.D

S15.SH public
SI2.50JMI senior child
VISAS Masltrt ard
acc« pu .1

Friday, Jan. 22,1993
8 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium

mm
(PIZZA]

PAPA
(433-7272)

^d^e^f tM&E&iyi-

BEAT THE

ODU
MONARCHS!
PAPA JOHN'S SERVING THE PERFECT
PIZZA AFTER THE PERFECT GAME.

Baketiwwom
W«i student ID

No Ooub» Mcara

reg.M95

L-^^^^-J l_^?*?9^-J L_^j5l!??,*Lj

MasterCuts
famiy harcutters
Valley Mall 564-0777

^^^

Large Pizza w/1 Topping
and Breadsticks $797
Additional Toppings 950
Not valid w/ any other coupon

M
*

J_ti|X
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Focus Oi
Defend yo

1

Rittenhouse shows student Kristen Kurowski
where to strike an assailant's face after
blocking his approach.

Campus and community face i
11

Twenty-three-year-old Jill woke up one
night to find a strange man hovering over
her. In her living room she was raped and
beaten, then left lying in a pool of her own
blood.
Charlottcsvillc Sheriff J.W. Rittenhouse told
this story to his women's self defense class at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital on Thursday
night
It is one of many true stories that have
influenced him in his work with sexual assault
victims.
Learning to survive

■
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k
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Student Kristen O'Connor practices crushing
nose cartilage on Rittenhouse.

"As a society we have not taken the act of
rape and this kind of homicide as seriously as
we should," said Rittenhouse, who has been
teaching rape prevention and self defense
through "Victims for Life" since the 1970s.
Rittenhouse said one of his goals is to get
different organizations at JMU to sponsor
"Victims for Life."
Rittenhouse said that because assailants
understand "students are very busy and mobile
people . . . and they have a lack of security,"
they become prime targets.
"In our program we say that [criminals] are
out there, and although we would love to change

their behavior it is not happening," he said.
"You need to take the responsibility into your
own hands."
The program contains graphic descriptions of
assault, information on crime prevention and
escape, and actual hands-on practice in self
defense.
Rittenhouse acts out the brutal actions and
speech of some rapists, which often has a
sobering effect on the seminar participants.
Dr. Jacqueline Driver, a former JMU faculty
member, attended the seminar.
"I think JMU should have [this seminar] for
every one of their women," Driver said.
Sophomore Kristin O'Connor, who also
attended, said, "I think that the program should
definitely be available on campus.
"You don't realize how much you can do in
[a sexual assault] situation," she said. "Since
half the class is physical, you can see hands-on
that his methods really work."
More programs may be available here
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Although JMU has not adopted Rittenhouse's
program, the university is exploring the options
of an off-campus escort service and the addition

Dr. Michae
department
member w
safety.
"We ar

Article by Jennie Carroll
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>urself
Left: Sheriff Rittenhouse
holds Augusta County
resident Jolene
McDonald at gunpoint to
demonstrate incidents
involving hand weapons.
Right: Rittenhouse and
UVa graduate student
Jean Randall-Brown show
how a woman should
protect herself from an
attacker.

violence with readiness
xsonal safety course in the kinesiology
lent.

J Commuter Student Council President
lutton expects the escort service to run
sn 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday through
ay, if adopted.
on said that Director of Public Safety
lacNuu has offered the use of the campus
lispatchers for this project.
; biggest thing we need to find out right
i where the money is coming from,"
said.
is is obviously a worthy cause, but it is
wrd to coordinate a volunteer program,"
said. Ideally, the CSC would like to have
)11 and a car to make the program more
it.

i volunteer program the escort service
have a budget of less than $1,000 and
gin in the next month and a half.
ireness is reaching the classroom as well.
chael Goldberger, head of the kinesiology
nent, said they are searching for a faculty
:r with experience in teaching personal
; are very excited about that idea,"

otos by Kathy Alcorn

Goldberger said. The earliest a course fulfilling
liberal studies requirements would be available
is next fall.
"Everybody is concerned about personal
safety," lie said. Goldberger said the focus of the
class would not be purely physical, but oriented
toward prevention and awareness of assaults.
Last semester JMU offered three sessions of
the Rape Agression and Defense program.
Campus police said that although they will be
offering the program again this semester, no
specific dates have been set.
The RAD program includes a $12
preregistration fee that covers a student
information manual, and focuses on dispelling
myths about sexual roles and building the self
esteem necessary for self defense.
Rittenhouse said his and similar programs
only scratch the surface of the issues
surrounding sexual assault
"It never ceases to amaze me in listening to
these victims how many people in society
believe that 'she asked for it.' There is still so
much work to be done."
Rockingham Memorial Hospital will offer
another Rittenhouse seminar April 20 at 6:30
p.m. The cost is $10.

Rittenhouse teaches the women how to use pressure points
to inflict pain on the assailant.
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"GET YOUR BIKE
READY FOR SPRING"
TUNE-UP SPECIAL
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How
worldly
are
you?
v\

The Focus
On section
is looking
for students
who have
worked
abroad for a
summer or a
semester. If
you have
professional
experience
overseas,
call
Heather at
X6127.

ities Galore
4al on. thelevel - no hills to climb
r interstate to cron?:
)n I y fo ur Hoc ks to campus.
Energy efficient Heat pumps.
* Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. .
* lyiinirbiihds on all windows.
Basketball co W- (Good Luck, Dukes)
av/ed parking spaces.
ir«4 forjlelephone.
^he^^lable outlets in each room.
i Aockkand door viewers on
,

Professional
Horsley artel Constable
Property Management t3ivisi
43JPI7/P
A MEMBER OF THE
171
SCARS FINANCIAL NETWORK 111

COLDUieUL
BANKeRU
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

y

irkingJot and walkways.
' Gpitvenugttt Bus |<|ryice to campus &.
Valley Mall.
1 time jnagement and maintenance.
,jaa«f-patto doors.
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Laugh!
Comedy duo provides laughs
for all ages with sight humor
by Brandi Hudson
stqffwriter
As the lights dimmed at Eastern
Mennonite College Saturday
night, two graduates took the
stage to fight in "the grudge match of
the century.''
A booming voice announced The
Exterminator, weighing in at over 400
pounds "without his ego," and Captain
Galaxy, "a man that skinny dips with
piranhas."
Even with no dialogue, Ted Swam
and Lee Eshleman had the audience
rolling with laughter at their comedywrestling antics. In between an
occasional slow-motion choreographed
crunch or kick, the macho wrestlers
would sashay back and forth across the
stage to the accompaniment of ballet
music.
"It's a chance to write, to act, to sing,
to design, and to wear a wrestling outfit
publicly," Eshleman said.
This particular skit, titled "He-Men
Masters," was the first of 18 short
comedy routines that make up 'Ted &
Lee Live, The Armadillo Tour."
Eshleman, a 1986 art graduate,
currently lives in Rockville, Md. Along
with writing and acting he designs the
set for the show, which consists of an
eight foot cartoon-character-looking
granny wearing boots and spurs and
slinging two colt 45's.
Swartz, the other member of this
comedy team, graduated from Eastern

Mennonite Seminary after doing his
undergraduate work at EMC. He
describes the show with Eshleman as "a
therapeutic outlet"
Swartz and Eshleman began working
together by accident. After Swartz's
partner backed out of a show four days
before the performance, he was
introduced to Eshleman. They began
rehearsing the first segment on the way
to the performance. Soon, they were
writing material for their own show, and
five years later they are still performing.
With the help of guest director Bob
Small, they write all of their material.
They described it as their own brand of
surrealism. "The idea has to be given
birth out of your own experience. We're
not going to believe in it or care about it
as much if it's not ours," Eshleman said.
Each skit consists of many sight
gags, such as Swartz picking a piece of
banana off the floor and plopping it in
his mouth to both of them spewing
water at the audience.
One noticeable aspect of the show
was their lack of profanity and sexual
innuendoes. "It's harder to be funny
without it," Swartz said. According to
Eshleman, they want the audience to
use their intellect and imagination.
"We want to confuse all people
equally. We don't discriminate," he
said.
They will be performing three more
shows Jan. 21 through 23 at Suter
Science Center. Tickets are'$7 for
adults and $5 for students with an ID.

Upcoming ... atJMU

"Peter Pan," 8 pjn., Jan. 22, Wilson Hall Auditorium.

VU«5tlk>-!f&,&iifeSl im\l L<t!<Lak^i^tfi%^

Lee Eshleman (left) and Ted Swartz perform 'Meat Shoppe I' in
their show Ted & Lee Live, The Armadillo Tour.'

Music professor leaves
to continue education

"Elizabeth Murray: Prints 1979-1990," Jan. 11-Feb. 7, Sawhill Gallery,
Duke Hall.
Elizabeth Murray lecture, 3 p.m., Jan. 21, Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre,
Duke Hall.
"Lisa Titus: Derivations of Venus," Jan. 18-Feb. 13, New Image Gallery,
Zirkle House. Opening reception 7-9 p.m., Jan. 18.
"Ceramics by Paul McMullen," Jan. 18-30, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle
House. Opening reception 7 p.m., Jan. 18.
"Artwork by David Whitten and Laurie Anne Tarkington," Jan. 18-30,
The Other Gallery, Zirkle House.

theatre

JOSH SEELEY/THE BREEZE

by Cindy Ballentirte
Some students and faculty will
notice that the music department
office looks a little emptier. The
music department started this
semester without an assistant
department head.
Rick Crawlcy left to pursue a
doctorate degree in music education
in Tallahassee, Fla.
Dr. Mellasenah Morris, music
department head, said Crawley has
been a great help to her, giving her
insights into the workings of the
department, but "this is a very
important time for him and it's
crucial that he move on."
In December, the music
fraternities Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota presented

«.^L_-on'l :L^' risj^i.lk.'utAH ^.'^.^IJilrJl*
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Crawley with the Orpheus Award
for outstanding achievements in the
field of music. The award is the
highest honor given by Phi Mu
Alpha.
"I think he really had not just an
interest in being an administrator,
but in really listening to students,"
senior Michael Conley, president of
Phi Mu Alpha said.
Morris said Crawley plans to
return to JMU after completing his
degree. In the meantime, his duties
have been distributed among other
faculty members.
Also a current music faculty
member is preparing to act as
temporary assistant to the
department head beginning in the
fall of 1993, Morris said. That
faculty member's teaching load will
be taken over by part-time staff,
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VIRGINIA GOVERNOR'S FELLOWS PROGRAM
SUMMER 1993
Purpose
Th. Governor'. F.llow. Program off.r. «MtWt group of
talented and highly motivated young people v«lu«"« "2Sr~?1
.xp.ri«nc. in the procems of .tat. government. The «"■■* °* §a
1993"ill »ark the twelfth yaar of this progra.. created in 1982.
Eligibility

nprnmn- -»■«■- *~ graduating union or «"rolltrt

JMU VISITOR CENTER
Sonner Hall

M AWM

private) or. if anrollad in an out-of-.tat. institution, be a
Vir9i

&a2?on"of- Fallow, will be based on merit without regard
to race, aax. national origin, raligion, aga, disability, or
political affiliation.
Duration of rallovshlp
Fallow. must commit to work full-time in the ^varnor's
Office for at least two .onths; th. normal period will ba June 1
though July 30, 1993.
Assignments
Fallows ara assigned to work with .embers of the Governor's
Cabinet or personal staff. Assign*"*, attempt to match the
official's needs with the Fellow's background and experience
compensation
No .tat. fund. ar. available to compen.at. P"^^™*?,^
th. F.llow. Program. In prior yaar.. collages FaUo
™*^™£2gg
have proved willing to offer aummer grant, to
,w" "le ,° -_
fro. Sno-Tin.titutions; but with r.c.nt budget /eduction, fund,
may not be available. Applicant, ar. encouraged to discuss this
matter with school official, before ^*«* ■W,1*"»*i™ "
financial assistance is necessary for participation in the
program.
Deadline
Applications must reach Richmond by February 15, MM. For
further information, students may come to the office of the Vic.
President for Student Affairs, Alumnae Hall, Room 107.

The JMU VISITOR CENTER is pleased to
offer the opportunity to • enhance your public relations skills
• build resume experience
• support your university

osyoci• Greet ft talk with parents, alumni, &
business representatives
• Provide directions - Discuss activities
• Provide campus ft local Information

Applications for volunteers now being accepted.
Call X7083 or come to the VSitor Center Office,
Room 131, Sonner Hall. Ask for Liz Knight.

$Q99

y + tax
(each pizza)

One large pizza with
Choose all your/a
your favorites\

tax
mm
Any large
two item pizza
(2nd pizza only $5)
One coupon per order. Limited delivery area

■^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■B

PIZZA
433-3776

Any large
one item pizza
(2nd pizza only $5)

One coupon per order. Limited delivery area

PtZZ*

****

L AWTMC PRKS K TMCTtMK.'

S + tax

Any two big 12" subs
and two 16 oz. drinks
One coupon per order. Limited delivery area

■ ■■■■■.■■■..■■■■.■■■■■■.1

$12"
■ JLJkk +tax
43W776

433-3776

$950

433-3776

Tuesday only
CALL NOW!

$799
/ +tax

Two large
one item
pizzas

One coupon per order. Limited delivery area
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New group raps songs
with Christian message
by Amy Fletcher
contributing writer
They have a message for today, played out to a
'90s beat. The Christian group
COLORBLiND believes that the youth of
today listen to religious themes when set to rap
music.
"If we can get people's attention, then that opens
up a door to get the message across," says Nathan
Barlowe, lead singer for the group.
By choosing the rap format, the group feels it is
"winning young people to Christ," Barlowe says.
"We feel we're called to do this." The group's three
singers and bass player performed at JMU Saturday
night for the Baptist Student Union's Midwinter
Bible Conference.
Barlowe, a sophomore at Liberty University in
Lynchburg, says they are "more than just a singing
group." Members take time between songs to talk to
the audience about their Christian beliefs. Rapper
Rod Shuler, a sophomore, says that they hope to
reflect their belief that "Christ is awesome!"
All members of COLORBLiND attend Liberty,
where they met in November of 1991. With an
interest in rap music in common, they began
working on lyrics and ideas.
The name COLORBLiND came up because of
the multi-racial group's concern about racism.
Shuler says the name also reflects their priorities.
"First is Christ, and second is humanity."
Their lyrics, such as "you've got to be colorblind,
if Christ is your desire," also conveys their message

of anti-racism.
All the music performed by COLORBLiND is
original. They draw their lyrics from life experiences
and the "troubles we had growing up," member
Chris Blaney, a junior, says.
In their song "Role Model," written by Shuler,
each of the members name their parents as their role
models, stressing the importance of their positive
influence. The song questions the role models of
today and calls upon youth to set better examples for
future generations. The lyrics include, "Where did
our role models go? They change our lives more
than they know."
Blaney says, "God has chosen that song and it
reaches a lot of people."
Audience involvement and participation is also a
big part of COLORBLiND's.concerts. The members
project a down-to-earth image and draw upon the
crowd's energy.
The group has one album out, which they
describe as a compilation of their early work.
Produced about two months after the group had
formed, one member says it was made before they
"really got a chance to be close friends." They are
preparing for work on another album in the near
future. Along with their album, they sight the
opportunity to open for "Rhythm and News," a
Christian group, as one of their biggest events.
COLORBLiND's plans for the future are
spreading their message and breaking new ground in
the field of Christian rap music. Blaney sums up the
thoughts of all the members when he adds, "We'd
like to take this to a professional level."

MICHELE LUMATHE BREEZE

Nathan Barlowe and Rod Shuler perform
with COLORBLiND.
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Build your own success
with Signet's
Management Associate
Programs
Signet Banking Corporation, one of the
largest banks in the Mid-Atlantic, has
several positions in our highly-regarded
Management Associate programs in
Maryland, Virginia, and the District of
Columbia.
We are seeking top-notch talent who
display a high degree of ambition and
motivation, coupled with excellent
interpersonal, and outstanding
academic performance.
Signet offers a highly competitive salary
and benefits package, tuition reimbursement, and rewarding opportunities. To
learn more, please Drop your resume
off in the Office of Career Services.
Resume Drop: 1/18/93-1/19/93
Interview Date: 2/22/93

SIGWT'RANK
Signet Banking Corporation is an equal opportunity
•
employer and encourages women and minorities
to apply. Signet promotes a drug-free work environment. \
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Music Industry Association plans to record JMU sounds
by Elisabeth Bergman
contributing writer
He came to JMU because he liked
the sound of it. The sound of
"JMU Rocks On" that is.
Matt Roberts decided to attend JMU
after reading about the record project,
"JMU Rocks On," in the Richmond
Times Dispatch. Roberts, now a junior
and president of the JMU Music
Industry Association, read this story in
high school and first learned about the
JMU music industry program.
At that time, Roberts says he was
unaware of the JMU music industry
department, the third oldest in the
country.
"Until I read that article, I did not
know a music industry department
existed at JMU."
An album like "Rocks On" hasn't
been done in several years, so Roberts is
bringing it back to JMU. He hopes this
album will give the music industry
department the kind of public exposure
that their first two did.
According to Roberts, the
compilation album will be either titled
"The Music Association Sampler" or the
"JMU Campus Sampler." Plans are also
being made for promotional events to
boost sales of the recording in April,
when the tape should be released.
"Right now we don't know who will
be on the album," Roberts says. The
recordings will be produced by the
artists. The deadline for submitting a
recording is Jan. 22.

'This is the only way we could do the
album, it would be too expensive and
take too much time to get 12 artists in
the studio and record. We will be
mastering the recordings into a single
digital audio tape," he says.
Roberts says he has received calls
from different artists but wants a greater
response. "The response has been
promising, but I would like to see more
people aware of it. There are not as
many people aware of the project as I'd
like to see."
The overall sound will be a unifying
theme for the recording, according to
Roberts.
"I want this album to be different
from ones produced in the past. There
seems to be a definite JMU campus
alternative sound. I want to produce
something a little different, something
with more of a variety."
"There have been two previously
produced MIA albums entitled JMU
Rocks and JMU Rocks On," says Robert
Smith, a staff advisor for the project.
According to Roberts, musicians such as
Glass Onion and musician Mike
Raybum performed on the recordings.
He says the albums attracted publicity
and made their way to college radio.
Roberts says he hopes to give the
Music Industry Association more
publicity and awareness on campus. "I
want to build a network and base for the
MIA," Roberts says. "Look at XJM, The
CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE
Breeze — they have the support We Matt Roberts is the executive producer for the Music Industry
need to start somewhere to get that kind Association's record project.
of support"

WALK TO CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
* 3 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
* 4 BR Furnished Condos on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 4 BR Unfurnished Apts. with fireplaces on S. Ave (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 4 BR Unfurnished Apts. on Cambell St. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 5 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
* 5 BR Unfurnished Apts. on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)

* 4 BR Homes on S. High St. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 5 BR Homes on S. Main St. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 6 BR Home on S. Main St. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 8 BR Home on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU)
* 10 BR Home on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
All units personally managed by owner. Sixteen years of experience servicing
student rental leases. For further information, call 434-3509. 8a.m.-10p.m.
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Vee's^Jace
434-3003 ^J
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Delivery

Dine in

Carry out

Buffet

1588 S. Main St Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Proud t0 present...

Realty. Inc. ofHarrisonburg

The finest in off campus leasing...

What's so special about University Place?
•You're 30 seconds from late night
nachos at 7-11, and Luigi's is only 5
minutes away. (It's also close to
campus).
•You get a cool balcony perfect for
catching some rays, romantic late
night dinners and partying. (Plus 3 or 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, washer and dryer and
dishwasher).

r

CANCUN

JAMAICA

BAHAMAS

■•■ &

$279

$479

$439

Package
Includes:

Package
Includes:

Packaae
Includes:

•Cmise/Room
for 6 Days!
•10 Meals & 6
Pree Parties
•Party But
to Plorida
Available
•Port/Departure
Taxes & Taxi

•Convenient
Pri.SiSat.
Plights &
Hotel!
•Taxi to &
from your
Motel!
•Pree Parties
•Discounts

•Friday &
Saturday
Plights &
Motel!
•Taxi to &
from your
Motel!
•Pree Parties
•Discounts

For More Information Call:

FLORIDA "1 (/)
KEYS
j ^_
CRUISE!
«
■-4£l«T*V
_^^^_^^b.

CITY
y

^$119 J 33
DAYTON A

se Smith 568*7340

Sound
Protection!
What's the perfect thing to give
vourself and to evervone vou love?
AnewPAAL™
The Quorum Personal Attack
Alarm blasts an unnerving 107dB
alarm at anyone you sense danger
from. Wear it on your belt or purse—
pull the pin if you must.
Ideal for students, joggers,
travellers, shoppers, public transit
riders, late shift workers, seniors,
women and the person who wants to
keep everything.

434*1876
^Better

Call now and take advantage off the leasing incentives!

Contact your Quorum Representative
.

703-433-247

pMM AUTO PAINT &
|"a IV SUPPLY CORP
2860 Sooth Main Street. Harrisonburo, Virginia 22801

QUOrUftl

^

L $149 . «;

For more information, call Berkeley Realty at:

BerieJbv
RtjJty.bccfHamKxburz

^kh

i PANAMA! O

•Low Rent (We mean low!)

c

3>

Network Security & Safety*
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Driesell, Dukes dance F
all over Tribe, 90-72
by Steve Miranda
assistant sports editor
WILLIAMS BURG — It was another
day at the office for the JMU men's
basketball team, who dismantled
William & Mary in the first half
Saturday and coasted to a 90-72
victory.
The Dukes moved their season
record to 10-4, 3-0 in the Colonial
Athletic Association and have now
beaten the Tribe in 12 straight games.
The Dukes, who had 46 points in
the first half on 72 percent shooting,
cut apart the W&M defense, which
was holding opponents to a leaguebest 40.5 percent shooting going into
the game. Senior guard Bryan
Edwards led JMU with 14 points at
intermission on 5-5 shooting,
including four buckets from threepoint range.
"Offensively, JMU is a great team,"
Tribe coach Chuck Swenson said after
the game. "I was really impressed
with Edwards and his ability to get his
own shot off early. Tonight, he played
a level above everyone else on the
floor. He was terrific."
Edwards finished with a team-high
16 points and tied a career high with
seven assists.
The JMU defense held W&M to 37
percent shooting in the first half to

help the Dukes to a 46-28 halftime
lead.
W&M forward Thomas Roberts,
who came into the game averaging
over 21 points per game, was held to a
season-low nine, on 4-13 shooting.
"We had a good team effort on
him," junior forward Clayton Ritter
said. "I started out on him, but we had
a couple different guys rotate/on him.
He might have just had an off night,
but we played him tough defensively
and made it difficult on him."
The big early lead gave Driesell the
chance to give, more playing time to
players coming off the bench—
particularly freshman Kareem
Robinson, who had his best game of
the season.
Robinson tallied 12 points, four
rebounds, and three steals in his 16
minutes of action, which also included
three thunderous dunks.
'Tonight was the best he's played,"
Driesell said. "He still does some
foolish things, but he's a million
percent better than he was when he
first started. He wanted to dribble
between his legs and throw crazy
passes. But if he'll just settle down
and stay inside, play defense and
block some shots, I think he can really
help us. He can jump and has good

DRIESELL page 33

Kareem Robinson scored a career high 12 points Saturday night\

JMU takes sixth straight with 66-55 win over UNC-W
by Drew vanEsselstyn
senior writer

ROB CALVERT/THE BREEZE

Forward Kara Ratliff had 23 points in the
Dukes victory yesterday against UNC-W.

Playing their third game in five days, the JMU
women's basketball team came away from the
Convocation Center Sunday with their sixth straight
win, 66-55, over North Carolina-Wilmington.
"We have to be thrilled with the results," JMU
head coach Shelia Moorman said. "It's due to the
continued gutsy play of the kids. We're glad the
week is over, and now we get a chance to rest a
little."
The Dukes used a solid defense and several career
highs to down the Seahawks in a game in which
JMU pulled away late in the first half and never
looked back. The Dukes boosted their record to 9-4,
2-0 in the Colonial Athletic Association. UNC-W
fell to 4-9,0-2 in the CAA.
UNC-W committed 27 turnovers on the afternoon,
and Moorman was pleased with her team's ability to
force Seahawk mistakes.
"We haven't been shooting as well as we should,
but we've been forcing a lot of turnovers," she said.
"[Our defense] was adequate, and Wilmington rarely
got any thing easy."
JMU overcame just 40 percent shooting in the
first half to take a nine-point lead into the locker
room, on the strength of a late 12-2 run.
After just 6-15 shooting before the intermission,
JMU sophomore forward Kara Railiff scored 10 of
her team's first 16 points on the way to a 20-point
lead with only 4:50 left to play.
"In the second half, I selected better shots," Ratliff

said. "Christina [Lee] did a very good job, and you
always need good variety to do well."
The Dukes were led in scoring by Ratliff, who had
23 points on 10-19 field goal shooting. Sophomore
guard Christina Lee pitched in with a career day of
18 points and nine rebounds, playing all but two
minutes.
JMU's victory over UNC-Wilmington is the 21st
straight since the two began their series with the
inception of the CAA in 1985. But Moorman said no
game can be taken for granted.

P0UBLE-PM31T PUKES
Kara Ratliff
Christina Lee

23
18

"Given our circumstances," she said. "There's not
a time that we're going to go on the floor and think
that things will be easy."
JMU is in action again next Friday at William &
Mary and then hosts Old Dominion on Sunday
afternoon.
"We're pretty exhausted right now," Ratliff said.
"We just have to get rested for next weekend."
Last Friday night in front of a Convocation
Center record crowd of 4,280, JMU defeated the
Pirates of East Carolina 60-53 behind 14 points and
five assists from Lee.
MOORMAN page 33
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CAJH TCI? COLLEGE
OVEB 1 MILLION STUDENTS WILL OUALVY sfO»
COLLEGE CEANTS A SCHOLARSHIPS... WHY NOT YOU?

Duke's Plaza
Complete Line of Counted Cross-Stitch Supplies
Including JMU Charts and Many Fraternity and
Sorority Crests

Name
Address
State

Zip Code

Phone Number
Mail This Ad To:

Seven Bends Scholarship Service
P.O. Box 653

$
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RESERVE
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Mon.-Thurs., SaL
10-6
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— -

Dukes Plaza
Rt 11 South
imrwunwiry,
Harrlaonbura, »■.
Va.

Woodstock, VA 22664-9998

PAID

9

; J Court Square Stitchery ?

Seven Bends Scholarship Service can snow you how to find
$1000's In Grants, Scholarships, and Financial Aid...
Send For Our FREE Information Packet

City
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TRAINING
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CORPS

STUDENT M ARXETMG MANAGER
OulooIng, salss iriinlid iludinl Modod
lor marketing/promotion position.
Lssrs ■unafomont skills and markoHni
slralogios while Imptominlino
on-campus promotions. Excollonl pay.
Floxiblo hours. All work on campus.
AMERICAN PASSAGE MEDIA CORPORATION
215 Weil Harrison
Seallle.WA »0119-4107
for more information.
call the Event Marketing department today
(100) 359-6676 14103

Double
The Fun

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
FREE 2nd set of prints
every Wednesday

Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army ROTC
awards scholarships to hundreds of talented
students. It you qualify, those meritbased scholarships can help you pay
tuition and educational fees. They

even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive an allowance of
up to $1000 each school year the
scholarship is in effect. Find out today if
you qualify.

PHOTtySUPTLY

889 E. Market St.
434-4445
Valley Mall • Dukes Plaza
434-6527
434-3012
Original Rods of C-41 fila only
31/2 or4l

Mb Use

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE T0C CAN TAKE.
CONTACT: Major John Bayless
PHONE: 703 - 568 - 3633
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Senior swimmer's
leadership helps
fuel young Dukes
by Donna Ragsdale
senior writer
She stares into the water and a distorted
reflection calls to her. Without hesitation, she
dives in. Never looking back, she stretches out
her arms and rhythmically moves her legs to
propel her body through the water.
Her name is Cindy Walker, and for her this is
a daily ritual. As a member of JMU's women's
swim team. Walker practices about 20 hours a
week. That's at least 20 hours of no homework,
no class and no spare time.
Being a student and a swimmer, Walker has to
make sure she doesn't get in over her head with
activities. As a senior. Walker balances her
sociology major and early childhood education
minor with swimming and a social life. She
usually has to do her schoolwork during the
week to free up her weekends for meets. But she
says being on the team is one of her great loves.
The team practices three times a week at 5:30
a.m. That means early to bed, early to rise. And
it isn't always easy to jump into pool water that
early in the morning. Walker says.
"Every morning when my alarm goes off, I
think, 'I hate swimming,"' she laughs. "I think
the fact that our team does so well makes it
worth it."
For the last three years, the women's swim
team has come in second place in the Colonial
Athletic Association. This year, JMU looks to be
the favorite to win it all. And as a senior and cocaptain. Walker has taken on the added burden of
leadership.
"In high school I swam for myself — here I
swim with and for the team,'' Walker says. "I
think I worry more about how everyone else is
doing than how I'm doing."
Having swam since she was six years old.
Walker became a high caliber swimmer in her
preteen years. By her senior year in high school
she decided to take a year off. When she came to
JMU, she had her work cut out for her.
"She got into shape so quickly, she must have
hurt so bad," remembers head coach, Judy
Wolfe. "She worked very hard to be one of the
fastest swimmers her freshman "year."
Walker's eyes still show glints of that
determination. "When I first came here, I didn't
think I'd swim all four years because I thought it
would be too hard." she smiles. "But it became a
part of my life, and each year I got better. It
became a goal to be faster than anyone in the
conference."
Walker did become faster. She has set school
records — one for the 50-meter freestyle and one
for the 100-meter freestyle. She has also been a
member of four relay teams that hold JMU
records. Last year she was chosen as the CAA
Outstanding Meet Performer.
"If there's a lot of competition, I'm thinking I
want tp come in first," she says. "I want to beat
all those people. I think about getting my best
time every time I get in the water."
The swim season fills almost every weekend
between October and March and cuts holiday
breaks short. But Walker says the work draws
the team together.
"Our team is really close," Walker says. "I
think the fact that 24 other people are doing the
same thing makes it [swimming] easier."
But Walker says the swim teams rarely get the
attention they deserve for their achievements.
She says it would be encouraging for more
people to come to the meets.
"I think this year's going to be our best year
by far ... I hate to jinx us, but I think we're
going to win conference."

MICHELE LUM/THE BREEZE

Missy Zipf finished first in the 1,000-meter freestyle on Saturday vs. Shippensburg.

JMU finishes weekend sweep,
sinks Shippensburg and GWU
by Kevin Finch
contributing writer
The men's and women's swimming and diving
teams continued their winning ways this weekend,
defeating .George Washington yesterday and
Shippensburg on Saturday.
The men defeated the Colonials of GW yesterday
139-104, improving their record to 6-2, while the
women rolled 140-102 and improved to 7-2 on the
season.
In the men's meet, the Dukes set the tone early.
The 400-yard medley relay team of sophomores
Gian Pozzolini, Derek Boles and Mark Gabriele and
freshman Michael Powell set a pool record with a
time of 3:28.68. Pozzolini also set a pool record by
swimming the 100-yard backstroke in 51.13.
Another pool record was set in the 200-yard
butterfly when Gabriele finished first with a time of
1:52.32. Gabriele also finished first in the 200-yard
individual medley.
This year Gabriele returned as the Dukes top
swimmer in the butterfly. At the Pittsburgh
invitational in December, he made two NCAA
consideration cuts, meaning that he is a possible
choice to be selected to the NCAA championships in
the 100 and 200-yard butterfly. In order to achieve
this goal, he must cut one second off of his times in
each event.
"Right now I'm considered," Gabriele said. "But I
want to make the two cuts automatic."
The Dukes lead over GW was increased with a
first place finish by freshman Rich Rowland in the
1650-yard freestyle and the 500-yard freestyle. Also
winning their events were Boles and Pozzolini in the
200-yard and 50-yard freestyle respectively.
The meet concluded with the team of seniors
Steven Ball and Eric Doetsch, junior David Caldwell
and Boles winning the 400-yard free relay.
The diving team was led by junior Chad Triolet
who won the one-meter diving competition.
Taking over the defending CAA champ's
swimming program is not an easy task, but first year
Coach Sid Cassidy appears to be continuing the
winning tradition. He credits a lot of the success to
the ability of the swimmers to adapt to his new
program.

"This team works really hard," Cassidy said. "We
put in a lot more training than they're used to and
they have responded very well."
Cassidy said he is enthusiastic about the team's
success, especially considering the fact that eight of
its top 13 swimmers graduated.
"When I began this year, I thought it was going to
be a rebuilding year," Cassidy said. "These guys
don't want to rebuild."
Under the leadership of head coach Judy Wolfe,'
the women's team is enjoying a winning season as
well. JMU started slowly Sunday, but got back on
track quickly.
"I was proud because of our ability to stay focused
even though we were down," Wolfe said. "The team
was able to get up and swim and race well."
The comeback was led by junior Marcy Lipp and
sophomore Becky Andrews who finished first and
second respectively in the 1650-yard freestyle.
Freshman Kristen David placed first in the 100-yard
freestyle.
Senior Cindy Walker, the 1992 CAA champion in
the 50-yard and 100-yard freestyle, won the 200-yard
individual medley and the 200-yard butterfly.
Winning the 100-yard freestyle was freshman
Kristen David.
The
team's
impressive victory was concluded when the 200-yard
freestyle team of Walker, freshman Denice Luviano,
Andrews and junior Erin McDonnell placed first.
"We would like to perform well at the conference
meet," Wolfe said. "I would like everyone to reach
the finals and accomplish personal bests."
Both the men's and the women's teams defeated '
Shippensburg on Saturday, and the men's squad set
four pool records. Gabriele broke the previous mark
in the 100-yard fly while senior Jeremy Davey did the same in the 400-yard individual medley.
The 200-yard medley relay team of Pozzolini,
freshman Adam Kidder, Gabriele and Caldwell and
the 800-yard free medley team of Rowland,
Gabriele, Pozzolini and Boles both set records.
Walker led the women's team by placing first in
both the 50-yard and 100-yard freestyle.
Both the men's and women's next meet is Jan. 23
at William & Mary. Their next home meet is Jan. 30
against Richmond.
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Welcome Back Students

CHECK OUT OUR 2 GREAT
SPECIALS TO GET YOUR SPRING
BREAK STARTED EARLY

FIRST THINGS FIRST

^

•SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP PLUS 5 TANNING VISITS
FOR ONLY $85
OR
•SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY $75

. iothing surpasses the performance of Capilene# Underwear in < ^
wicking moisture from your skin, helping to keep you warm and dry,
whatever the conditions. Available in four weights and stretch.

ADDITIONAL $5.00 OFF SEMESTER
MEMBERSHIP W/ COUPON
OUTDOOR WEAR AND EQUIPMENT

1544 E. MARKET ST.

434*7234

'

OFFER EXPIRES

44

MILLER CIRCLE

(BEHIND GOLDEN CORRAL ON

S. MAIN)

1*31*93

434*9940

2V€€D a nCCMMfrTS?

GET YOUR NEW
YEAR OFF TO A
SMOOTH START
HARRISONBURG'S LARGEST A BEST EQUIPPED
PET SHOP-TROPICAL * MARINE FISH, BIRDS, REPTILES

434*5

Service Includes:
» 9-Minute Oil Change (up to 5qts. of Mobil Premium Oil)
► 17-Point Preventive Maintenance Inspection*
► Validate New Car Warranty
»No Appointment Necessary
•Wt M IE to 1/8 pt." meat carv Offer oom Feb. IS. 1993. Only M participating
locations Not valid with any other often Mobil 1 agitable at additional cost

OIL CHANGE
s TUNEUP
We're with you down the road.
2075 East Market Street (at Skyline village),
Harrisonburg, VA • 434-5823
Open 8am - 6pm Mon. - Sat

UeMooKrWaCTid—Va«n«l*un.«iJ OW«Spa»P«OliO»<8«SwiOT.lnc.

Complete Aquariums
10 GAL $69.95 29 GAL $119.95
20 GAL $99.95 55 GAL $199.95

Each set includes: All glass
aquarium, fluorescent light
and hood, undergravel filter,
heater and thermometer

Largest selection of
rare and unusual
tropical fish and
reptiles in this area
We've Got What You Want!

FREE!
Buy one fish at $3.99 or
less, get second for FREE

Parakeet, Guinea Pig, of
Hamster with Cage Set
purchase
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Driesell

CAA UPDATI

CONTINUED from page 29

hands for a big guy, but right now he's
a playground player."
Overall, the Dukes had six players
score in double figures, and no one
played more than 30 minutes.

POUBLE-DIGIT PUKES
Bryan Edwards
Paul Carter
William Davis
Kareem Robinson
Jeff Chambers
KentCuluko
;...■.-

16
15
12
12
10
10

.

"Our subs came in and played
well," Driesell said. "We didn't have
to play anybody for a really long
stretch of time."
Even though they trailed by 18 at
the half, the Tribe played the Dukes

even in the second half.
"I told them at half, let's play like
its nothing-nothing, let's see if we
can't build on the lead. We didn't
really do that, but we had the game
under control.*'
Senior forward Paul Carter finished
with IS, senior William Davis had 12,
and senior Jeff Chambers and
sophomore Kent Culuko had 10
apiece.
"They have so many weapons,"
Swenson said. "Chambers is a good
player, and he's just one of them out
there on the floor. Carter is maybe
their fifth option on offense, and he
killed us."
The Dukes added a new face to
their roster Saturday night that JMU
football fans may be familiar with.
Freshman Tony Jordan, who should
be a lead candidate for the starting

quarterback job next season, has
joined the Dukes basketball team as a
third-string point guard and shooting
guard.
The 6-foot-3 Jordan saw his first
action and came up aces: one rebound,
one turnover, one foul and one
blocked shot in one minute of play.

NEXT OPPONENT
GAME: Monday, Jan. 18, Old
Dominion at JMU, Convocation
Center, 7:30 pjn.
ON THE AIR: HTS-TV, WSVA
550 AM.
DATA: The Monarchs are the
CAA defending champions.
Sophomore Petey Sessoms is
ODU's top scorer at over 17 ppg.
The Monarchs are 8-4 overall and
2-1 in the CAA.

After slow start, Dukes pick
up momentum over break
crowd was treated to a career-high 20 points from
junior guard Gail Shelly in an 84-61 trouncing of
thePeahens.
The Dukes continued their homestand with a
In a season which began with more youth and
last-second victory over Virginia Commonwealth,
inexperience than ever before, JMU women's
65-62. Kara Ratliff had a team-high eight
basketball coach Shelia Moorman saw her team
make significant strides as well as suffer major rebounds to go with her IS points, including the
game-winning bucket with just 37 seconds left to
setbacks over the winter break.
"I'm seeing a lot of growth in the kids that are play.
Last Wednesday, JMU cruised past North
playing," Moorman said. "They're getting a lot of
Carolina-Greensboro in style. The Dukes were led
game situations thrown at tbcm, and they're
by Ratliff and sophomore guard Christina Lee,
gaining valuable experience."
who had 13 points each. JMU also allowed its
The break got off to a rocky start as the Dukes
fewest points for the season.
lost to both Vermont and Nebraska by more than
JMU tallied a record of 4-2 while the rest of the
21)rx»nts.
But since that point, JMU has rallied to five campus enjoyed the holidays, they also saw their
straight victories. The Dukes' closest game has roster take some severe blows.
The Dukes had two key players go down prior
been a three-point win over Virginia
to this past weekend's-games. Following the Dec.
Commonwealth on January 7.
12. Maryland-Baltimore .County game, sophomore
"When f the team] went home for their four day
forward
Krissy Heinbaugh, JMU s second leading
Christmas break, they did a great job of
scorer, was diagnosed with mononuclcosis and has
regrouping," Moorman said.
On the average, JMU has outscored its not played since.
Sophomore guard Jackie Freeman made it
opponents by 24 points per game.
through the break in good health, but in last
Wednesday's 63-45 victory over UNC-G she
JMU RESULTS
injured her left knee and will be out of service for
the Dukes indefinitely.
RfiUllt
Top Scorer
Djfc
Moorman listed Heinbaugh's status as day to
Dec. 21 Vermont 84, JMU 62 Ratliff 18
day and Freeman's condition will be evaluated
today.
Dec. 28 Nebraska 87, JMU 63 Freeman 13
JMU had previously lost two players earlier in
the
season. Freshman forward Sarah Schreib will
Dec. 29 JMU92.CCSU61
Ratliff21
be out indefinitely with cartilage and ligament
Jan. 2 JMU 84, St. Peters 61 Shelly 20
damage to her right knee, suffered against
Maryland-Baltimore County.
Jan. 7 JMU 65. VCU 62
Freeman. Ratliff 15
And Moorman reported before thjfc .season
started that sophomore forward Jackie Pratt would
Jan. 13 JMU 63. UNC-G 45 Ratiff. Lee 13
redshirt for the 1992-93 season due to a torn
tendon in her left knee.
Following the loss to Nebraska, JMU won the
However, despite the injury-plagued break,
consolation game of the LaSaile Invitational over Moorman was very encouraged with the results
Central Connecticut State on December 29 to and progress of her team.
capture third place.
"You can't give the kids enough positive
Sophomore forward Kara Ratliff led the Dukes compliments," Moorman said. The key to our
with 21 points, followed closely by junior center success has been all-out determination."
But Moorman said that the toughest part of the:
Andrea Woodson. who had career-highs of 17
points and 11 rebounds.
Dukes' schedule remains ahead.
The LaSalle tournament was a learning
"We have to be playing like our backs are up
experience, and we got a chance to see a lot of: against the wall in Order to succeed. I still have to
be realistic and say that we'll have hard times
good basketball," Moorman said.
JMU returned home Jan. 1 for its contest ahead. We were just really fortunate during that
against St. Peter's, and the Convocation Center stretch.'*

by Drew vanEsselstyn
senior writer

Standings
1. James Madison
2. Old Dominion
3. UNC-Wilmington
4. Richmond
5. American
6. William & Mary
7. George Mason
8. East Carolina

■

CAA Overall
3-0 10-4
2-1
8-4
2-1
10-2
2-1
6-6
1-2
4-8
8-4
1-2
1-2 5-10
0-3
4-8

Results:
American 89 East Carolina 64
UNC-W 98 GMU 78
Richmond 75 ODU59
JMU 90 W&M 72
Penn 89 American 84
Upcoming schedule:
Jan. 18
American at UNC-W
George Mason at ECU
ODUatJMU

Moorman
CONTINUED from page 29

The Dukes outscored ECU 16-7 the last 6:36.
JMU was again plagued by poor shooting, only
putting in 34.7 per cent from the field. But they made
up for their anemic offense by forcing 21 turnovers
by the Pirates en route to the victory.
Ratliff chipped in with 10 points and a career-high
11 rebounds to go along with 11 points from junior
guard Gail Shelly.
"We've come together really well," Shelly said.
"We didn't play as well as we have, but we're
playing good enough to win."

CAA UPDATE
Standings
1. Richmond
2. James Madison
3. Old Dominion
4. George Mason
5. American
6. East Carolina
7. UNC-W
8. William & Mary
Results:
Jan. 15
American 76 W&M 70
JMU 60 ECU 53
ODU81 GMU 48
UR 63 UNC-W 58
Jan. 17
ODU 66 American 56
UR 76 ECU 73
GMU 56 W&M 53

CAA
3-0
2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2
0-3

Overall
6-7
94
5-6
10-3
6-6
5-5
4-9
5-8

Upcoming schedule:
Jan. 20
Campbell at ECU
UMESatW&M

tan. 22
American at ECU
GMU at UNC-W
JMU at W&M
Richmond at ODU

Assistant Sports Editor

Steve
Miranda
has
claimed the coveted
predicting crown. If
you see the
Jerseyite, pat him on
the back.
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Wins over Oregon St. and Cal highlight 6-2 break

> /

by Steve Miranda
assistant sports editor
With NCAA tournament at-large bids from the
Colonial Athletic Association hard to come by,
men's basketball coach Lefty Driesell knows his
chance to turn some heads is with a competitive
non-conference schedule.
And while the Dukes started the season slowly
with losses to LaSalle and Perm State, JMU rallied
over Christmas break, and entered the CAA season
7-4, the best record in DrieselTs five years at JMU.
The highlight of the between-semester schedule
for JMU was a 90-75 win over California, then
ranked No. 19 in the country. It was JMU's first-ever
win over a nationally ranked team, and will be
important in March if the Dukes need an at-large bid
to make the NCAA tournament.
Another win that should impress the selection
committee is the 70-56 romp of Oregon State, now
tied for first in the Pac-10 Conference at 4-0.
JMU went 6-2 over the break. This is how it went
• Dec. 19: JMU 89, UMES 62
The Dukes put this one away early, limiting
Maryland-Eastern Shore to just 24 percent shooting
in the first half and took a 41-18 lead at the
intermission. Sophomore Kent Culuko led JMU with
17 points, while freshman Kareem Robinson grabbed
a team-high eight rebounds in just IS minutes of
playing time.
• Dec. 22: JMU 70, Oregon State 56
Bryan Edwards and Michael Venson each had 14
points to lead five JMU players in double-figures.
Defense was the key for the Dukes, who limited the
Beavers to 32 percent shooting on the night
• Dec. 29: JMU 90, California 75

In the first round of the Seton Hall Holiday
Tournament, JMU held a slim S8-SS lead with 12:38
remaining in the game before going on a 16-2 run to
put the game out of reach. Heralded freshman point
guard Jason Kidd played 31 minutes and had 17
points, five assists, and six turnovers. But he was
outplayed by Edwards, who finished with 26 points.
• Dec. 30: Seton Hal 87, JMU 66
No. 7 Seton Hall ended the Dukes' three-game
winning streak as ail-American Terry Dehere
dropped in 24 points. The Pirates opened the game
on a 13-0 run and held a 45-33 lead at the half. JMU
cut the lead to seven with 12:59 remaining, but that
was as close as they would get. The game was
marred by an ugly elbowing incident in the first half,

JMU STATISTICS
JMU's record now stand. at 10-4.3-0 in the
CAA. Below is the up-to-date individual I statistics:

Etas:

Edwards
Culuko
Davis
Carter
Ritter
Chambers
Venson
McLinton
Robinson
Wells
McGuffin
Cuk
Foskhul
Jordan

Meg
31
27
22
32
28
31
12
11

EG&
A93
.405
.538
-559
.674
5*5
.452
v469

1
1
1

1.000
>50Q
.000

I

.000

8 m

i m

2pJ3k EetL A EEC
.450 3.1 35 14.6
.397 2.4 9 13.6
.588 2.6 13 13.5
.333 7.8 23 11.5
.000 3.8 18 10.6
.200 7.2 37 8.6
.000 23 5
4.0
.333 0.4 14 4.0
2.7
.000 U 2
xm, 03 1 1.3
0.7
.000 OS) 0
0.0
.000 0.0 0
0.3
1
0.0
:ooo
0.0
XXX) 0.0 0

i,

when Dehere floored Culuko in front of the JMU
bench. No foul was called, and Culuko charged
down court after Dehere and threw a punch at the
Seton Hall guard. Culuko was charged with an
offensive foul and had to temporarily leave the game
because of an NCAA rule that prohibits players from
playing with an open cut. Edwards led JMU with 18
points.
• Jan. 2: JMU 73, Rutgers 61
Paul Carter scored 18 points and grabbed 14
rebounds, while Jeff Chambers had 16 points and 15
boards to lead JMU past Rutgers in a rematch of last
year's first-round NIT matchup. Culuko scored
seven points in a decisive 12-0 run midway through
the second half that buried the Scarlet Knights. JMU
outrebounded Rutgers 47-24 for the game.
• Jan. 6: George Washington 71, JMU 56
JMU shot just 24 percent in the first half and dug
a hole too deep to crawl out of, trailing at halftime
32-19. Senior William Davis tried to bring the Dukes
back with 16 second-half points, but solid free throw
shooting by GW held off the Dukes' run.
• Jan. 9: JMU 98, ECU 82
The Dukes shot 58 percent from the floor to grab
a win in this conference opener. Davis was on fire,
going 7-8 from the floor and 13-14 from the line for
a game-high 28 points. The Dukes connected on a
team record 42 free throws.
• Jan. 13: JMU 99, UNC-W 83
UNC-W came into the game with an impressive
8-1 record, including wins over Auburn, Miami and
N.C. State, but were taken out of this game early.
Chambers led the Dukes with 16 points, seven
rebounds and four assists to help move JMU's record
to 9-4.

'S
Restaurant
»*»r» tmtmtc Hvmm im Mnrtaoalwrx

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
20% off all general books:
• fiction •science fiction • mystery •
poetry • philosophy • travel • business
• children's • publisher's remainders •
reference • test preps • ...

fo£ prize
drawings
all week
and WIN
EKEE

Monday

Tuesday

(course books not included)

40% of all remaining decorative
calendars

BOOKS
and
FREE
Store hours:
M-W 8AM-7PM
TH-F 8AM-5PM
SAT 10AM-4PM
Visa, Master Card, Flex

Zktvikcm Drum Peat

featuring f>arrell fteae
FREE TACO & VEGGIE BAR

(Sony, count books. Cliff «**»,
and ipecia] orders not Included)

30% off all computer books

OPEN STflQE w/ Sadler & Segree
FREE HOT DOG BAR

Wi'dnvsti
Thursdu
Friday

%>UCC0t3Sil pea funk lust rock
Savoy TtufflO spinning twisting dance rock!
BAABA SETH World Beat Latino Dance!

Saturday—WMRA presents...

Metro Blues All Stars
blues bash '93

COMING S00\
(nl)l) Droll Til). 10lli
Egypt Feb. Ilffli

CRAB LEGS nuning
lo Friday \injit...
Look for details in
liursday s paper!

Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
All shows start at 10:00 or 1030!
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SPORTSHIGHUGHTS
Tennis player signs at JMU
JMU women's tennis coach Maria
Malerba has announced the signing of
Tory Schroeder of Chapel Hill, N.C., to
a scholarship.
Schroeder, a senior at Chapel Hill
High School, won the North Carolina 4A scholastic singles tide this fall.
Chapel Hill advanced to the semifinals
of the state playoffs this fall.
Schroeder is ranked 12th in the
Southern region and 126th nationally in
her age group. She and her mother Jane
have won three national motherdaughter doubles titles.

JMU to replace turf in
Bridgeforth Stadium
JMU associate athletic director Brad
Babcock said JMU will spend $600,000
to replace the eight-year-old Omniturf in
Bridgeforth Stadium in time for the
1993 football season.
Babcock said the fiber has worn out,
and thefooting has become unsafe for
football, field hockey and recreational
activities.
Because the field is used so often,
Babcock said he has ruled out natural
grass.

Men's gymnastics
places fifth
Todd Mercer took the top score in
the floor excercise and Matt Garland
placed first in the rings, as JMU finshed
fifth in the Navy Invitational over the
weekend. William & Mary, Pittsburgh,
Navy and Radford placed one through
four.

Team MVPs named
Senior Amy Taylor has been voted the
most outstanding runner on the 1992
JMU women's cross country team.
Taylor placed second in the CAA
championships and third in the Penn
State Invitational.
Leslie Nason has been named most
valuable player of the 1992 JMU field
hockey team. Nason, a junior back,
earned first team All-South Region and
first team All-CAA this season.
Senior back Kevin Bom was voted
the men's soccer team's most valuable
defensive player. Sophomore Brent
Bennett was named the team's most
valuable offensive player.

MONDAY JANUARY 18. 1993

Saturday,Jan.16
Williamsburg
JMU 90, W&M 72

Blank
24 3-8 2-2 9 12
Marsh
2
0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Johnson
5
0-1 0-0 0 0 0
Horton
36 6-8 4-6 16 6 1
Grady
27 0-5 2-2 2 8 0
Team
200 214912-14 55 35 6
Three point goals: Blank 1-1
Attendance— 750

James Madison (90)
Plaver
Mia m EL ERA

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS

JMUResute
MEN'S BASKETBALL

16 43 4-7 12 4
16 1-2 44 6 1
23 5-5 2-2 16 3
1 0-1 0-0 0 0
1 0-0 0-2 0 1
9 0-1 <M) 0 1
28 2-8 6-8 10 1
20 3-8 6-6 12 3
Davis
Chambers 30 4-5 2-3 10 6
Carter
30 7-11 1-2 15 6
Ritter
23 3-3 3-4 9 3
Foskhul
1 0-0 04 0 1
Cuk
10-0 0-0 0 0
Jordan
1 0-0 0-0 0 1
Team
200 29-4928-38 90 33
Three point goals: Edwards 4-5,
Culuko 0-3. Carter 0-1
Robinson
McLinton
Edwards
McGuffin
Wells
Venson
Culuko

0
2
7
0
0
0
2
0
5
3
0
0
0

o
19

William & Mary (72)
Plaver
Min EG EL I & A
Duff
5 0-2 0-0 0 0 0
Roberts
28 4-13 1-3 9 4 2
Cauthorn 32 9-12 2-3 20 13 3
Connor
25 2-7 0-0 4 0 3
Peters
5 34 0-0 7 1 0
Dean
1 0-0 0-2 0 0 0
Verkey
19 1-5 0-0 3 0 5
Cox
24 3-7 0-1 7 1 1
Small
20 2-5 8-10 K 3 2
Shafer
1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Purpura
11 1-4 0-0 2 4 0
Parker
22 4-6 0-2 8 7 1
Cully
7 04 0-2 0 3 0
Team
200 29-65 11-23 72 27 17
Three point goals: Duff 0-2, Roberts
0-1, Connor 0-4. Peters'^, Verkey
1-5, Cox 1-4, Small 0-1
Attendance: 5,150

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Sunday, Jan. 17
Harrisonburg
JMU 66, UNC-Wilmington 55
James Madison (66)
Plaver
Min
EE E A7
31 2-6 0-0 4
Alteo
Ratliff
34 10-19 34 23
2
0
Woodson 22 3-6 0-0
Lee
38 8-18 2-2
3
7
38 3-10 0-0
Shelly
0
Powell
13 0-1 0-1
0
'Hopkins 20 3-7 2-2
4
Gurilc
0-2 0-0
1
Team
200 29-69 2-9 66 34 20
Three point goals: Lee 0-3, Shelly 310
UNC-Wilmington (55)

Elayei

Harris
Martin
Stacey
Bush
Starck

Min ES
12
23
18
40
13

2-5
3-5
0-3
6-11
1-3

EL
0-0
0-0
0-0
44
0-0

E
4
6
0
16
2

RA
4 1
6 1
3 0
3 1
0 0

Saturday, Jan. 16
Radford
JMU 182.40, Radford 167.45
Balance beam: 1. Lisa Reed,
Radford, 9.4 Top JMU: 3. Jen
Grinnell, 9.25
Floor excercise: 1. Ivy Wells,
JMU 9.75
Vaulting: 1. Julie Cardinali,
JMU, 935
Uneven parallel bars: 1. Ivy
Wells, JMU. 9.4
All-around: Ivy Wells, JMU,
37.45
JMU record: 1-0

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING & DIVING
Saturday, Jan. 16
Harrisonburg
JMU 160, Shippensburg 43
200 medley relay— JMU (Stefan,
Bultcma. Bell, McDonnell)
1:52.46
1,000 freestyle—Missy Zipf
(JMU) 1:55.38
200 freestyle—Erin McDonnell
(JMU) 1:55.38
50 freestyle—Cindy Walker
(JMU) 24.63
400 individual medley—Marcy
Lipp (JMU) 4:39.54
100 butterfly—Malta Bell (JMU)
1:02.28
500 freestyle—Melissa Stefan.
(JMU) 5:16.90
100 breaststroke—Jenny
Simmons (JMU) 1:08.28
800 freestyle relay—JMlK
(Walker, Zipf, AndreW,
McDonnell), 7:53.11/
JMU record: 6-2 /

MEN'S
SWIMMING & DIVING
Saturday, Jan. 16
Harrisonburg

JMU 130, Shippensburg 71 ;
200 medley refty — JMU
(Pozzolini, Kidder, Gabriele,
Caldwell) 1:35:00
1,000 freestyle — Jeff Taylor
(JMU) 9:52.92
200 freestyle — Rich Rowland
(JMU) 1:45.66
50 freestyle — Erik Doetsch
(JMU) 22.12
400 individual medley — Jeremy

Davey (JMU) 4:15.18
100 butterfly — Mark Gabriele
(JMU) 50.64
100 freestyle — David Cladwell
(JMU) 48.17
100 backstroke — Derek Coles
(JMU) 53.86
500 freestyle — Matt Barany
(JMU) 4:49.95
100 breaststroke — Mike Powell
(JMU) 1:02.09
800 free relay — JMU (Rowland,
Gabriele, Pozzolini, Boles)
7:02.10

FENCING
Saturday, Jan. 16
Annapolis, Md.
Navy Invitational
Varsity: JMU 10, Navy 6
JMU bout records:
Julie Benson
1-3
Lynn Mulhem 3-1
Elaine Schoka 4-0
Julie Tock
2-2
Junior Varsity: JMU 10, Navy 6
JMU bout records:
Kerri Bogaz
2-2
Melissa Fineo
3-1
Lori Levinc
3-1
KaraWylie
2-2

MEN'S
TRACK AND FIELD
Saturday,Jan. 16
Annapolis, Md.
Team Scores:
1. Navy, 89
2. JMU, 54
3. William & Mary, 38
Top JMU finishers:
High Jump — 1. Justin Besachio
67.5", 3. Rich Pierce 6'5.5"
Triple Jump — 3. Pierce 44'8"
55-meter dash — 1. Jerry Roney
5.9
55-meter hurdles — 1. Roney
7.26
200-meter dash — 2. Roney
22.05
400-meter dash — 2. Tevis
Brunson 48.98
500-meter dash — 1. Brad Meade
1:05.96,3. Shawn Foreman
1:06.56
800-meter run — 3. Paul Moye
1:55.65
1,000-meter run — 1. Rob
Hoadley
One-mde run — 1. Matt Holthaus
4:08.85
One-mile relay — 1. Brunson,
Moye, Foreman, Kelly Hawkins
3:25.03
3,200-meter run — 4. Phil
Dickinson 8:30.34
3,200-meter (4x800) relay — 1.
Mike Marshall, Holthaus, Meade,
Hoadley 7:59.08

I
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Expect the Best in Student Housing
Don't Settle For Less
Reserve your space today in one of
our popular student rental units.
Units currently located at:

Sare money
onj/ourspdd
looks alone.

MADISON SQUARE (Only two blocks
to campus)
^COLLEGE STATION (Huge!!! Three level
townhouses)
- MADISON MANOR (Deluxe condo with
"
fireplace)
All units feature individual leases, appliances,
carpet, A/C and reasonable rental rates! Don't
be left out!!! CALL TODAY!

434-1173
£r
V

Units Are
Professionally
Managed
By the
Firm of

A few houses
still available

<

E3Ucffl

COLDUJCLL
BANKGR □

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

lb earn our College Days rate of $14 for lift tickets and $12 for
rentals, all you have to do is show us your valid college ID. And if you
bring us this ad, you'll save an additional $2 off the College Days lift
ticket rate. College Days rates apply every Monday and Friday after
12:00 pm. So take advantage of your good looks and join the college
crowd at Massanutten.

MASSANUTTEN
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort
10 Miles East of Harrlsonburg. Virginia on Route 33
CopyngM 1993, Qraal Eastern

RMCKIS

JMU

T?*
$ <o

•

V

&W

,v. fi y s>
^

£*n
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CALVIN & HOBBES/BillWatterson

I DONT WANT TO GO TO
SCHOOL. I DONT WANT
TO KNOW
ANYTHING ,
NEW.
/*^

I ALREADY KNOW MORE
THAN I WANT TO.' I
LIKED THINGS BETTER
WHEN I DIDN'T
UNDERSTAND THEM'

A^

THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson

THE FACT IS, I'M BEING
EDUCATED
AGAINST M(
WILL.' Mf
RIGHTS ARE
BEING
TRAWLED!

IS \T A R\GHT I DONT
TO REMAIN.
KNOW, &)T
IGNORANT?
I REFUSE
TO FIND
r
OUT.'
v
1 ^ ^^ ''
,
s

- TU>,
»»Ly

Testifying before a Senate subcommittee,
the Hardy boys crack the Iran-contra scandal.

1 -jBJJ
Jf^*

/B\\

III® *<***
1^3 Sfia^ "
IT WOULD SURE BE A BIG
SURPRV5E IF THE SCHOOL BOS
SPONTANEOUSLY EXPLODED AND
I DlDNT HAVE TO GO TO SCHOOL'

XEAH, L'D 5URE BE
SURPRISED \F THAT
HAPPENED/

LIFE IS FULL OF
SURPR\SES, BUT
NEMER WHEN NOU

Careening through the neighborhood with
reckless abandon, none of them suspected that
Tufty was still tied up.

CONVINCED/Vftzt? Tardy & P. Matt Roberts
/FEr us HC W Jc«rj cuo rrifwj "iqc,2."
■*AS HE. W£A^?.^'-J ZiZAC^. Himstt.r
"j ftcfifc A^TEA A Hfr^o ^EAfes. V.O«K.:
Mitjg/lf Bc*t.W J CU^O THAT
OvEft W<TH. T*ci^ Ptcpcf HflvE

HE'i.uri, iiuiMC-A RaunME/
WEAPONS CHECK BEfoee.
H'S Pi^»r4E L£rtv£s Foft
SOMALIA, HES oec.oeo
TO TAKC A m0fte "HANDS
AN" P/=p«op.CH, I THiMtc.

'...So HI'S rsox Cc.^c- To c^ Oa^.4
WITHOUT A FIGHT/"
«MHE»J Ooes gflflM MEUJ
H££& Do ft "RouTIKiC.

'"WEXu...He HE^to A«cuT

-BACKOH=,OI_O HIAM

6ACK. OPtr... ^

- - jus-
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No Assembly Required - Even Your Cable
T.V. Hook-up is Included!
Call The
Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
Commons
comes with:
today at
Patio or balcony
432-0600
Built in microwave oven
and get off
Full time maintenance
Office Hours
Double bed in each bedroom
campus
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30
Free Cable television (a $650 savings)
Sat 12-4:30
next fall!
(includes HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etC.)
Sun by appointment
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-up
Full size washer and dryer
Telephone hook-ups
in each bedroom
FREE MAID SERVICE

STOP BY AND VISIT US
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FOR RENT

Housemate wanted. — Sublet bedroom in
ipiciout house on Elizabeth St., rant
nagriabb). Mala or famala. 433-2508 ASAP

onmranc

FOR SALE

SHORT LEASES AVAILABLE
Quiet, Like New
4 Blocks away on Dutchmill Ci.
$315/mo.
434-2100

Laser computer ft Panasonic printer Good condition with programs S games.
$400, negotiable. 433-7394
Buy this - Answering machine, $12.50 (dirt
cheap). Cal Mat, 15951.

Summer jobs ft Internship* - University
Directories, the nation's largest publisher of
campus telephone directories, is rurvawmg
goal oriented students tor a chalenging. lufl time summer position. Gain valuable
experience in advertising, sales ft public
relations Average earnings $3,900. Expense
paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC.
Cossge crerJt may be available Interview on
campus February 19. Informalon ft interview
sign-up available today at ihe Career
Services Center, Sonner Hall or cal (800)
743-5556.

National DJ Connection, simply the best
cossge party music. 433-0360
Adoption option - Tim ft Vkki wish to share
our home with an infant. We both have
college degrees ft work in education Our
hobbies are music, gol ft church activities II
you wish to last with us. please call our
counselor at (800)296-2367.

Basketball Official's
Training Clinic
Jan. 19,1993 &
Jan.21,1993
4:30 pm
Godwin 338

RUSHEES
It's almost time to
make your decision.
Check out all of your possibilities ft
choose the best.

Choose Kappa Delta Rho!
Sigma Nu ft Multiple Sclerosis 'Parking
Pats Raffle- Tickets. $2. Park anywhere lor
one semester! On sale now Tah to a Sigma
Nu Drawing on January 24

Hawkins StrMt - 4 Bfl, 2 baths, lurnished
including microwavt, W70, quiet atmosphsre.
$19&t>er*on. University Place, 4 Bfl, 2 baths,
furnished. $195/person; 3 BR, unfurnished.
$185, lease negotiable, roommate placement,
water/sewer furnished 433-8822

Drummers -1 need to sell equipment lor
rent money! Ludwkj doubt* bass pedal. 3
Roto-tom set, AKG C-410 headset
microphone. Al stuff wel kept ft cktanl Calf
Ethan at 432-2379

4 BR, 2 bath cende - D/W. W/D. Fully
furnished, TV. dishes, desks. Available Aug.
16,1993.3185/mo. 432-0367

Airline ticket - Washington, DC to Los
Angeles, one way. Tuesday, Jan. 19. $100
4344556

Hoommale wanted - One unfurnished BR in
tour Bfl furnished apt. University Place. $170.
ASAP. Individual lease, 3 lemales. 433-5233

19W Chevy Spring stick - 50 mpg, only
38,000 miles. Call Sat. or Sun. (703) 8568554.

Welcome back JMU student specials - $8
haircuts, Mon-Wed Cal Classic Touch, 5640212.
.

College Station - $100 cash rebate tor early
sign-up. Individual leases 4BR townhouses.
Furnished including microwave, W/D. D/W.
Call Dorothy Ritchie, agent Commonwealth
Realty, he 432-6541 or 434-2977.

Stereo dual cassette - Brand new condition
with warranty, $150.17609

Save big on Spring Break '93! Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas from $459! Florida from
$1391 Hurry, these trips w* sell out! Organize
group ft travel free! Cal Sun Splash Tours,
(800) 426-7710.

Guaranteed Amway products for every
need are just a phone call away We deliver
Phone 432-1686 after 6 pm

Welcome back Jeff ft Ian! KAP

Welcome back JMU from National DJ
Connection Cal 4334360 now!

Center For Off-Campus Living
Workshop*
Jan. 19
Ikenborry
9 pm

Center Call x6177 lor info.

Ski's tuned up starting at $8 - Close to
campus. 4334743

Jan. 20
Jan. 21
Jan. 26

Check out the new "Commuter Comer" at
the WCC Into desk! Tips lor finding housing
available Center For Ofl-Campus Living

University Place condominium available
lor 93-94 school year. Fully lurnished
including TV, W/D, 4 BR, 2 lull baths.
$195person. Very clean (703) 459-2125. ask
lor Kevin
Room lor rent - $170/mo. plus utilities. One
block from campus. Available now. Flexible
lease term. Call Glen, (703) 536-2773 for
details.
Two BR apt - Need a female roommate,
non-smoker. All unites included. $l75/mo.
Please contact 5640633 or 432-0879.
For rent - I BR house, 5 blocks from
campus. 432-3979, leave message ft time
you can be reached. Indwdual leases.

X-

For rent - 7 BR house, 2 lull baths, 2
complete kitchens. W/D. 432-3979. leave
message Indrvidual leases
291 4 291 Campbell at - AvaiaWe June 1,
1993 Cal 4334047.
Forest Hills townhouse - Also available
Five BR house, rent $875 Available June
1993. Cal 4334796.
House* a apt. lor Fall *J - Cal 433-2126
tor fen.
Sublet available in beautiful Hunter's Ridge
townhouse. Close in $l95/mo. Females only
Can 432-1738.
Female roommate needed - University
Place. $i60/mo., lurnished, sublet
immediately. Cal 432-1005

Bag of clothes found - Al Ashby Hal. Dec
19,1992 Cal JMU Grounds Depi at 16493
10 identity.

SERVICES

Book your lormals now! National DJ
Connection can help. 4334360

Sex, drugs, ft rock ft rol I you think JMU
students need to hear more about 2 out of 3,
volunteer to be a Wellness Peer Educator ft
present programs on sexual health,
substance abuse, ft other welness issues

Delta Sigma Pi.

'

4 BR furnished condo - Hunter's Ridge,
owner sacrifice 66,900.434-0172

HELP WANTED
Springbreakars - Promote our Florida
Spring break packages. Earn money ft free
trips. Organize small or large groups
Campus Marketing. (800) 423-5264.
Great summer employment - Sports Camp
Counselor at top sports camp lor boys. High
satary/roorrvboard We are looking lor highly
motivated persons who have skill in land or
water sports. Also looking lor secretaries, bus
drivers, cooks ft nurses Must have love of
children. Cal or write: Camp Winadu, 5 Glen
Lane, Mamaroneck, NY 10543. (914) 3815983. Recruiter will be on campus in early
■93.

1,2,3,4 BN-apta. - Furnished or unfurnished.
All very close to JMU $165 to $320. 4323979, leave massage.

LOST & FOUND

Earn full time pay lor part time hours Work Friday, 4-8 pm, Saturday, 9am-lpm &
Sunday, 1-Spm. Cal 564-0095 Monday thru
Thursday, 3-5pm for more info ft to schedule
an interview.
Greeks ft Club* - $1,000 an hour! Each
member of your frat, sorority, team, dub, etc.
pitches in just on* hour ft your group can
rase $1,000 in just a few days! Plus a chance
to eam $1,000 for yoursetfl No cost. No
obegation. (800) 932-0528, i65.

Frederikson
Hillsid*
Eagle

9 pm
8 pm
9 pm

When it comes to co-ed
business fraternities...
There is no substitute!
Applications are available at the Health
Center. WCC Info desk, & Godwin Welness

Everything you always wanted to

NOTICE

know about living off campus!

For more information & assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities ft
work at home opportunitiea, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc
at
(800) 533-5501

Spring Break! Bahamas cruise, 6 days,
$2791 Panama City, rooms with kitchens,
$199; Daytona, $149; Cancun, $459;
Jamaica. $479! (800) 678-6386.

WANTED
Barservers
Must have experience
Disc Jockeys
Call Clayborne's
432-1717
Organizational meeting for College
Handbef Choir, Tuesday, Jan. 19,4:30-530,
Asbury United
Methodist
Church.
Transportation available 434-2836

PERSONALS

H BIN Clinton forgot to appoint you to Its
Cabinet, you sti have lime to be a Wetness
Peer Educator Applications are available at

Wellness Adventures unique weietiT loss
program Education ft adventure in weight
loss Informational meeting, January 21, 7:30,
Burruss 140A or call 433-1912 (Scon)

Basketball Captain's
sign-up meeting
Jan. 20,1993
5:30 pm \
Godwin 3441

the Heath Center, WCC Into desk ft Godwin
Welness Center. Cal x6177 tor ifo.

RESPECT LIFEWEEK
January 18-24
Sponsored by
First Right of JMU
Ski Spring Break! Last chance to join JMU
students at Kiwngton, Vermont. Mandatory
meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 20, Vatay room
at 9 pm.

Campus representative needed - By
sportswear company to sal to fraternities ft
sororities. Average $50 to $100 working one
night par week Cal (800) 242-8104

Scholarship opportunities - Freshmen,
cash in one good grades. Apply now for Army
ROTC scholarships. Cal Major Baytoss. 5683633.

IX - AT loved the way you welcomed our
new sisters!

Cruise ships new hiring - Earn
$2,00OWmo. • world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Carnbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer ft
career employment available. No experience
necessary. For program call (206) 6344468
XC5325.

Delta Sigma PI - The most exciting co-ed
business Iraternity at JMU. Intormational
meetings held January 20 ft January 21. Both

"Woman's Lives Abortion Lies"

meetings begin at 8 pm in the Tidewater
Room ol WCC. All business welcome to
attend

with Olivia Gans
Tuesday. Jan. 19 at 8:00 pm
DukeM209

Thinking about an abortion'?
Come hear a first-hand account -

Ar Pledges -Thankslor Soter party! It was
wonti waiting!
Spring Break in Cancun with Cossge Tours!
Guaranteed prices, best hotels ft $150 in free
benefits. Call (800) 9594SUN today!
Service, friends ft a helluva lun time Circle K International, Tuesdays, 6 pm,
Piedmont Room.

NOTICE
For more information ft assistance
regarding the investigation ol
financing business opportunities &
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(800) 533-5501
Bush Phi Chi That* - Valley Room. WCC,
Tuesday, 6 - 8 pm ft Thursday, 8 - 10 pm.
Food, folks ft fun
Welcome
aboard!
Delta
congratulates our now Sisters!

Gamma
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($6 price includes tax)

5.53

($7 price includes tax)

1 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

2 or 3 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

$

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

The Best Pizza in Town... Honest

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

GATTI'S CREW
AND

IE

J*

REcrac ZO

A Winning

i V

AH-You-Can-Eat Pizza
Pasta, and Salad Buffet
Available Daily
11 AM - 2 PM
$3.99
5:30 PM - 8:30 PM $4.29
$

6.45

($7 price includes tax)

1 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

ALL DAY WEEKEND BUFFET
DELIVERY AVAILABLE
11 AM -1 AM Sunday - Thursday
11 AM - 2 AM Friday - Saturday

433-0606

Now
Even More
Sauce Than
' Before!

$

7.37

($8 price includes tax)

2 or 3 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

